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_ Residents Urged To Cooperate Also
CABLEVISION CHECK—Mike Colyoff, area manager of the American Television and Communications Corp., which
operates the Murray Cablevision Co. here, presented City Clerk Jo Crass with a check for $10771 Friday. The check is for
payment of a three per cent franchise tax made by Cablevision each year to the City of Murray.
St( Photo by David Hal
Carroll Plans Four=aa
Week For State Workers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll was to meet today with
• his CS billet V) plait ifriplefilentation of
an essentiaL part of his energy
conservation plan — a four-day week
for many state employes.
The other part ofo Carroll's con-
servation scheme, a voluntary cur-
tailment of hours by commercial users
of scarce energy supplies; will get its
first test today.
Carroll's press secretary, John
Nichols, said the four-day week for
nonessential state employes will take
effect immediately.
State police; employes of the-Division
of Emergency and Disaster Services
and employes of agencies "where
essential human needs are being met"
will maintain normal work loads,
Nichols said. Carroll warned Sunday
that he might declare an energy
emergency giving him sweeping
powers to seize and allocate fuel if
commercial and residential users of
fuel oil, propane and especially naltural
gas fail to adopt conservation
measures.
Declaring that the energy shortage
brought on tor Or...severe Violet "is-
going to be devestating to our state,"
Carroll asked ,providers of "central
services" — such as grocery and drug
stores, service stations, pl'umbers and
electrical repairmen — to reduce their
hours by 20 per cent.
. He asked nonessential commercial
establishments — such as restaurants, -
theaters and recreational facilities --to
cut their hours by 40 per cent.
Until the energy shortage eases,
Carroll asked Kentuckituis to set their
home thermostats  at 65 degrees during 
the day and 60 at night. He asked
commercial establishments to set their
thermostats at 50 degrees when they're
closed.
The state Energy, Department,
possibly in conjunction, with utilities
and the general public, will monitor
conservation measures; Nichols said.
Appearing with Carroll on WHAS-TV
and - WHAS radio in Louisville, Dr.
James Graham, state superintendent of
public instruction, said he is con-
Speech Team Wins At
Russellville Tourney
The Calloway. County High School
Speech Team took first place sweep-
stakesjionors at Russellville Saturday,
with a 634452 win over Trigg County,
which placed second.
Greenbrier, Madison, and
Maplewood High Schools from Nash-
ville finished out the top five com-
petitors.
The Laker speech team had 17
members qualifying for the final round
of competition. Team members win-
ning individual honors included: Gail
Tucker and Karen Edwards, first and
second places in girls extemp.; John
Brinkley, third in boys extemp.; Renee
Tobey, secohd in oratory; Luana Colson
and Jim Hudspeth, first and second
respectively in humorous in-
terpretation; Kim Kemp and Sheila
Darnell, first and third places
respectively in prose; Rick Cun-
ningham and Johnna Brandon, first and
second places in storytelling; Tammy
Feltner and Luella Colson, second place
in duet acting; and Randy Hutchens,
best representative for the student
congress.
Speech coach Larry England will
enter the team Saturday at the annual
Nathan B. Stubblefield speech tour-
nament at Murray High School.
sidering recommending to local
districts, that they start the 1977-78.,
school year in late July or early August
Most districts usually begin school
between Aug. 15 and Sept. 1.
"We will recommend to all cbstricts
that they allow at least 10 to 15 more
days" next year to compensate for
school closings brought on by snow,
cold and the natural gas shortage.
Graham said.
Some school districts haven't had
classes since before Christmas and at
least - four — Fayette, Scott, Mon-
tgomery and Bath counties — are 
closed "until further notice" because of
the gas shortage.
The state Department of .Education is
also considering lengthening school
days and holding Saturday classes to
make up for lost days.
Just hours before Carroll spoke
Columbia Gas Transmission Corp.
ordered its subsidiaries, including one
that serves 38 counties in central and
northeastern Kentucky, to continue to
reduce natural gas deliveries to all but
high priority customers,
Columbia Transmission said its latest
curtailments are designed to insure
that all of its customers will provide
service only to high priority users.
Although he. expressed concern for
shortages of all types of energy, Carroll
said his request to limit hours of
operation was aimed especially at
users of natural gas.
"Obviously, if you burn coal or
electricity, it doesn't apply to you,
Carroll said.
Carroll said he hopes he doesn't have
to proceed to the third phase of Ken-
tucky's energy conservation program.
The first phase, implemented during
the previous two winters, involved
establishing priorities for gas users and
"virtually cutting out industrial gas use
statewide," Carroll said.
"We ask for you to remain calm."
Carroll said. "There's no reason to
fear. If we can help you, you please call
us."
(See Carroll, Page 10)
_V
SPEECH TEXM WINS — The Calloway County High School Speech Team took first place sweepstakes honors at the
Russellville Speech Tournament Saturday. Front row, left to right, Ricky t unningham, Sheila Darnell, Luana Colson, Chuck
Williams, Gail Tucker, Tammy Feltner, Renee Tobey, and Jim Hudspeth. Second row, Debbie Turner, Larry Satterwhite,
Kim Kemp, John Brinkley, Rhonda Darnell, Karen Edwards, johnna Brandon, Ginger Mitchell, Terri Erwin, Randy Hutchens,,
Kim Starks, Less Hoke, and Jackie Parker. Third row, Mike Rogers, Glynis Tabers, Beth Yancy, Terry Sledd, Kathy Lovett,
Meleah Paschall, Debbie Thomason, Melisa Brinkley, Patty Robinson, Chandra Watkins, Sharon Walker, Karon Walker,
Jane Greer, Chuck Harrison, Jamie Barnett, and Tammie Crouse. fourth row, Wanda Watkins, Laura FonesrTim Feltner,
Dale Finney, Mark Starks, fames Bibb, and Christopher Taylor.
StafiPhoto by David HA
Businesses To Cut Hours
Of Operation 20 PerCent
-
Local business owners plan to reduce
their hours of operation by 20 per cent,
or more, in cooperation with Gov.
Julian Carroll's state energy
enlergency, declared over the
weekend.
That decision came at a meeting of
approximately 100 business and in-
dustrial leaders, government officials
and other interested citizens held this
morning. -
The group also agreed to turn
thremostats down to a high of 65.
deg lees during the day and 60 degrees
at night.
All residents of the community were
also urged to abide by the same ther-
mostat settings as businesses.
Several groups of businesses planned
meetings for this afternoon to set
policies particular to their types of
business. Among those setting meets'
were the downtown merchants
association, school officials, grocers,
and other groups.
Local banking institutions, Bank of
Murray, Peoples Bank and Federal
Savings and Loan, announced that
effective immediately their hours of
operation would be between 10 a. m.
and 3p. m. Monday through Thursday
and 10 a. m. to 6 p.m. on Friday.
Representatives of ten restaurants
who were in attendance at today's
meeting, said that their operations
would all cut back hours by the 20 per
cent requested, but on an individual
basis.
Decrease In Workmen's
Comp Expected In State
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — The state
eXptretS-C-6M—pifirdi-Witlffir
compensation insurance to seek a 14
per cent- annual rate reduction for
Kentucky employers.
"That's welcome, but other factors
could wipe it out or more than offset
it,. said Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey, who predicted the
coming decrease.
The Workmen's Compensation
council of New York, which writes such
Insurance in this state, is expected to
file for the lower rates any day now.
Seemingly that would conclude the
rists which led the legislature in
special session , last month to revise
Kentucky's compensation statute to
-cdse the burden on employers.
.A 32 per cent increase in com-
pensation rates was granted by the
Insurance Department months ago to
- me underwriters, with McGuffey
contending under criticism he had to do
-se-- because-- -of two relateli--court
decisions. --
A 14 per cent reduction would be a
break for employers, who under the law
must carry policies for work-related
injuries or be self-insured.
But McGuffey said in an interview
the outlook is not all that goca.
First, he said, a 2.5 per cent rate
boost also is coming because of a 1974
compensation law which expanded
benefits to workers.
That law, which took effect, Jan. 1,
raised weekly benefits from $96 to a
maximum of 8104.
The commissioner said his main
concern is whether the Compensation
Council will come forth also with an
annual loss review.
An annual loss review could be fairly
'solid evidew the insurance companies
Sunny
Sunny but enly slightly warmer
today, high in the upper 20s to around
30. Clear and not quite so cold tonight,
low in the upper teens. Tuesday mostly
sunny and warmer, high in the mid 30s.













Deaths & FuneraLs 10
"Fine Free Week"
Now At Library
This week, January 31 to February 5,
has been declared "Fine Free Week" at
the Calloway County Public Library,
according to officials of the library.
All persons having overdue books
may return them free of the overdue
penalty during this period. The book
depository located on the south side of
the library building will be open 24
hours a day.
"Because of the bad weather con-
ditions and shortened library hours
many people have not been able to
return their books and materials in the
two Weeks allocated," a library
spokesman said.
Library officials said they were
making a special effort to make it
- caster to return overdue items because
so many persons have had problems
getting to the library.
need more money to keep writing
--Polic-Fes in Kentucky.
It contrasts with a "supplemental
-trend" which the cOnipanies have tried
unsuccessfully to use for two proposed
rate increases the past year.
"The companies probably needed the
raise but we approve only on the basis
of actual loss experience," he said.
McGuffey said he does not know if the
coming filing by the Compensation
Council willincludem loss review. '—
In any event, he said, the Com-
pensation Council will be required to,
separate each request for a rate change
instead of conveniently lumping the
entire process in a package.
The commissioner again defended his
32 per cent raise approval last year,
insisting that otherwise the un-
derwriters would have abandoned
Kentucky as a viable state for policies.
Managers of Uncle Jeff's, Big K and
Roses, announed that their stores, three
of the larger retail operations in
Murray, would be open from 10 a. m. to
7 p. m. Monday through Saturday and
from 1 p. m. to 6 p. m. on Sunday. The
three store managers also Agreed to set
their thermostats at 60 degrees or lower
and to cut lighting by 50 per cent.
Mayor John E. Scott and County
Judge Robert 0. Miller announced that
city and county offices would go on a
four day work week effective im-
mediately. City and county government
offices, with the 'exception of
emergency services, will be open from
8 a. m. to 5 p. m. from Monday through
Thursday, during the energy crisis.
It was pointed out that the five major
industrial users of natural gas in the
community had their gas supplies
virtually cut off since the first of the
year.
• The curtailment of natural gas has
greatly hampered the Tappan Com-
pany in getting its operations re-started
following sPttiomont 1R-month 
long strike early in January.
'-It was pointed-out that-if homeowners
saved enough gas in the near future,
some . of that allotment could be
diverted to Tappan to allow the com-
pany to "at least get a skeleton crew up
and running," as one spokesman said. „
Gov. Carroll has asked individual
corrunurdties to formulate conservation
plans for the months of February and
March. It Was pointed out ar This
morning's meeting that the governor
has indicated that if the voluntary
cutbacks do not work he rill institute.
mandatory controls.
The local effort is being coordinated
by the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
All business groups are to report their
plans to the chamber this afternoon so




A local landowner has been named
the District Champion in the
Western District of Kentucky Division
of Forestry and has won third place in
the statewide Tom Wallace Farm
Forestry Award sponsored by the
Lootisville Courier-Journal and the
Louisville Times Newspapers. The Tom
Wallace Farm Forestry Awards,, are
given out annually for farmers and
woodland owners who practice good
forest management on their land in
Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
Edward Schnautz of Route 1, Hazel,
has won this distinguished award plus
receiving $150 from the Tom Wallace
Committee for pursuing an active
.forestry program on this farm. Richard
Hane, Service Forester with the
Kentucky Division .of Forestry an-
nounced the award and presented Mr
Schnautz with the awards.
Schnautz and his wife Katy will be the
guests of the Tom Wallaoe Committee
at an awards luncheon to be given in
Louisville on March 5 of this year. Mrs.
Schnautz, who is a nurse at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, is very'
proud of her husband's achievements
and the fact that he has been able to
make a living by properly managing his
woodland and utilizing good forestry
principles.
Hane said that Schnautz has been
selling firewood and lumber and has
also been doing custom sawing for
people bringing togs in to be sawn orr his
sawmill. Hane also mentioned that
Schnautz has taken advantage of the
Forestry Incentives Program which is
a program- sponsored by the Federal
Government which will pay 75 per cent
of the cost of tree planting, timber
stand improvement and fencing.
Schnautz has shown that responsible
management of woodlands can be
profitable and help to fill America's
need for this important natural and
renewable resource. Any landowner
wanting assistance in woodland
management and further information
concerning the Forestry Incentives
Program should contact the Calloway
County Forest Ranger, Albert "Took"
Wilson, at 436-2152 or Write to the
Kentucky Division of Forestry, 304
West Walnut Street, Mayfield, Ken-
tucky 42066 or call 247-3913.
Krit Stubblefield of Murray .represented Kentucky in the AFBF Panel
Discussion Meet at the national meeting of the American Farm Bureau
Federation held in Honolu4 Hawaii in January - 1977. To qualify for this
hor\ or, he competed witlh other district winners at the State Farm Bureau ( on-
ven 'on held in Louisville in December. This Panel Discussion Meet consists of_
y u414 
farmers and ranchers between the ages of 10,1). Stubblefield, an. 18
year old Murray State University freshman, was the youngest contestant in the
state contest and also the youngest contestant in the national contest. He was
eliminated in the. quarter-finals, with the winner being the- California entry.
Approximately 240 Farm Bureau members from Kentucky attended the
National Convention. Stubblefield is the Son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sttibblefield
Route 5, and the granctsonof Mr. and Mrs. Lee 6ing1es, 511 So. 11th Srt Murray
. -
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The7N lonal Commit tee for the Prevention of Child Abuse
ells Ili that child abuse is now epidemic not only in the
Lnited States, but throughtout the world. Last year,
approximately one million American children were abused,
.inti. tw4t---thousand died painful deaths frqm beatings,
hut us. immersion in scalding water, et&
eglect failure to provide a child with the basic
necessities of life: food, clothing, shelter or medical care) is
also child abuse:S(5 is using a child for sexual gratification.
- Child abuse can leave permanent physical scars-a
crippled limb, impaired vision, a hearing loss and even
brain dainage. It causes antisocial behavior, failure in
school., juvenile. sieboquericy ark emotional - problems.. -
Parents who abuse their children need the kind of help
t hat is now available through Parents Anonymous. It was
tunded by parent 3 who had abused their children and had
he courage to organize and seek solutions to their
problem. They are headquartered at 2810 Artesia Blvd.,
Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278.
There are now 450 chapiers in more than 300 cities. You
can reach them toll free. In California dial I-800-352, 0386.
ioutside California. dial 1-.800-421-1353.
Some questions:
_ Do you sometimes physically hurt your child because
t.i're angry with yourself'?
Were you mistreated as a child and now find yourself
repeating your past?
Do you feel inadequate as a parent'? Depressed? Unable
I1 cope'?
After punishing your- child severely are you heartsick,
ashamed and disgusted with yourself to the point of
prayers and tears?
Have you ever injured your child, and then lied about it?
'He fell down- the stairs -or "out of bee?)
If you can see yourself in any of the above situations,
clOn't be ashamed. You are not alone. Call P.A.
Here are some questions-and answers that mightbe-
Who may report a case of child abuse? Anybody can.
Do_l_have_any legal protection when I report a suspected
case of child abuse'? Yes. Persons who report in good faith
"'are granted immunity from civil and criminal court action,
even if the report proves to be erroneous.'
How sure, must I be before I report? There is no rule. If
there is serious doubt, resolve the doubt in favor of the
child, and report.
Must I identify myself when I report'? No, btit it would
be better if you did.
Is hitting "child abuse"? It depends on the age of the
child, what parr of the body was hit, what was used to
inflict the punishment and how _serious the-injuries are.
Do abusiNre parents hate their children? No. Most
parents; love their children, but in times of anger, they
strike out at whoever- is closest.
Do abusive parents ever learn to cope with their
problems, and can the children be safely returned home?
Yes. If parents receive the right kind of --support and
treatment, they can learn to handle their anger, and their
children can be left safely in their care. '
Does jailing abusive parents help solve the problem?
No. It only satisfies 'society's need for retribution and
protects the 'child only temporarily. Imprisonment does
not provide treatment and counseling, which is what the
abusive parent desperately needs. -
There are more than a dozen government, private,
votunte,er and specialized programs dealing wit h the-
prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect.
Parents Anonymous is a good place to start if one wants to
know more about the project.
If you think you need help, call P.A. now. If you suspect
that.a child you know is being abused, please, please report
it All-repor&will be strictly confidential, and -you,. name
will be withheld.
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Woudet how many of the
Vietnam War draft resisters -
pardoned by President Carter
Jan. 21 have said "Thank you"
for. this act. One did - Don
Pratt, Lexington, wrote, a
letter to the president and said
"Thanks, Jimmy Carter for
what I hope is a new begin-
ning." His first act of
establishing his citizenship
rites Was registering to vote.
The pardon came too late to
save him frcim 20 months'
imprisonment. The 4113,000
fine was never collected.
"It's good to have money
and the things that money.tan
buy, but it's good, too, to check
up once in a while and make
..sure we havenl-lost the things
that money can't buy." -
,George H. Lorimer.
My New telephone directory
by Lomar is handy - it has all
the county residents listed
under one heading z- no
looking under other towns to
find telephone nurnbers.
Bruno, the St. Bernard,
went to college recently but
his stay lasted three nights
and days. He was snowbound
in a motel in Columbia, Mo.
But he accomplished his
mission by helping his pal,
Debbie Landoll, take her
things from the car to her
dormitory room in Stephens.
_lie_was not scheduled to make
this trip  but when Larry 
Lovett, Debbie and her
brother, George, were loading
the car, he took his seat and
made ready to take off. He had
helped George all during the
holidays in the wood-cutting
program and .probably
thought he was-due this trip.
In St. Louis, he saw George off
on the plane that took him
back to school in Regensburg,
Germany, then helped unload
Debbie's things. "He made a
hit with the dorm girls," was
the report.
_ India's Prime Minister
Indira Ghandi has announced
that parliamentary elections
will take place in March. This
will be the first since she
proclaimed a state of
emergency in 1975 following
her conviction - on -election
fraud charges. She, en-
tertained our tour group in her
garden that year- a red carpet
affair - chairs, fans, and
military escorts. She spoke to
us briefly and posed for pic-
ture making. "Did you select
your son's bride-to-be?"
someone asked. "No." she
replied with no further
comment. His engagement
was announced in the paper
that week. She is pretty and
has a warm personality. The




keeping up with his people - He
sent me a letter recently
expressing his sorrow that I
had been a patient in the
hospital. Takes a lot of time to
cover his district of Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton, Graves,
Callowy and Marshall
counties. His note was ap-
preciated.
"Whatever is in the heart
will come up to the tongue."
from The Old Farmer's
Almanac.
In the recent Notre Dame-
Marquette basketball game,
the commentator pointed out
the new uniforms worn by
Marquette. His interest was in
the new outside shirt which
gave players more freedom.
In the 60's, Murray High
School boys were disciplined
when they wore their shirts on
the outside their pants. We do
change.
To make rules for the use of
the Murray Woman's Club
house, the following club
members and Lieutenant
Wiley, commanding officer of
the Cadet school stationed in
Murray State during World
War!! were: Mesdames V. E.
Windsor, E. S. Diuguid, James
M. 'Lassiter, Gingles Wallis,
R. M.-Pollard, George Ed
Overbey, A. C. LaFollette, and
George' Hart. The rules in-
cluded no drinking of
alcoholics and no dancing in
the club house. Later the "no
dancing" restriction was
lifted after much discussion
and several meetings.
LaFollette, Diuguid, Lassiter,
Wallis and Hart are living
witnesses to the Cadet days. I
often wonder where
Lieutenant Wiley, is.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
tir
This day's progress could be
furthered by joining forces with
someone outside your normal
circle - but with similar in-
terests, of course.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A great day for presenting





The coffee price situation
has had the attention of the
nation as as all coffee
drinkers. My last 6 ounces of
instant cost $2.75. I don't cafe
much for the drink - just have
it for breakfast because of
habit. Tea would do as well.
Last year at this season, Irma
LaFollette and I toured South
American, the king of coffee.
We were interested that coffee
was never serled with the
meal, unless we insisted, but
served after meal, if it was
requested, in demitasse cups.
But water was served as was
wine with most all meals. We
traveled over agricultural
lands and through the jungles
and did not see a coffee
plantation. Wedid see fields of
marijuana.
Who wrote the Pledge of
Allegiance? According to the
NRTA News Bulletin, no one
knew who wrote it, until 1939.
It first appeared in the Sept. 8,,
1892 edition of "The Youthts
Companion." Two members
of the staff of the magazine,
Francis Bellamy and James
Upham were-given credit for
the authorship. Later
Congress officially designated
Bellamy, an ordained Baptist
minister, as the writer of the
dOcument, in 1945. Bellamy
died eight years before the
Congressional act. -
I've been thinking of my
friend, lituby Tolley Harrel.
She became ill last June. She
is in a nursing home near her
daughter, Ruth Whitnell. Her
address is Box 68, Sam
Rayburn, Tex. 75451. She was
in my group that toured the
Holy Land and Paul's
missionary journeys two
years ago. Never thought
about her becoming ill until it
happened.
Had a letter from Gene
Hendon this week. He is a
living example of victory over
cancer. After being
hospitalized for months after
his illness was discovered
while on duty in Turkey, he
has returned to the service as
a specialist in dentistry and
located at WPAFB, Dayton,
-Ohio. I don't_ know_his_ranle,
but it is high. He is the son of
Carney Hendon, and is one of
my favorite high school
students; was president of his
class, '51, editor of the
yearbook, an51, active in all
school work -and a-memar of
the class favorites and
National Honor Society. Mrs.
Hendon is the former Nancy
Crisp, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. _ Dwight Crisp who.
recently observed their golden
wedding anniversary here.
Brady White, Hazel, called
to tell me she agreed with me
about the uprooting the silver
poplar tree at Olive and 12th.
We feel that the owner could
haie included the tree in the
landscaping of his restaurant.
Irma LaFellette, agrees, and
says she and Stuart Poston, of
the hospital have had
discussions about cutting
trees in the hospital grounds.
She says that Stuart saved
three of the trees, in question,
just for her.
, Rep, . Larry Hoskins,
Lexington, defended the death
penalty in a story in the
Courier-Journal this week. His
concluding statement was:
"The way to abolish the death
penalty for the innocent is to
re-establish it for the guilty. I
used to know Larry when he
was a student here in college. I
liked his parents, Louise and
Glen Hopkins of Wingo, too.
Joe Diet, president of
Bank of Murray, told me this
week that the bank had sold
the branch bank, corner of
Maple and Fifth, to the city of
Murray for ;70,000 - about half
what it cost when it was built.
A new branch is being finished
on South 641 and Will be ready
for occupancy by about March
1, according to Joe. Lucky city
- to be able to get that-bdllding,
right across the street from
the city hall. It seems like it is
the perfect place for off it'es - I
hope for the city bills to be
paid - maybe all in one. The
redwood tree in the north east
corner of the yard is of great
value.
My baby grandchild, Lore
Broach Landolt, took her test






FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, i77
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARLES
gr(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mars extremely beneficent.
You now have a chance to cash




(June 22 to July 23) 0GI
Avoid present tendencies
toward lethargy and inertia.
Self-discipline is one of your
strongest traits. Stress it now.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /2-4
Don't cross others without
ample reason. It may be better
to wait a bit before making
decisions, give time for added
factors to appear.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Get together with associates
who share your interests to
,discuss ambitiona, hopes, plans
for the future, new ideas in
general.
LIBRA ri
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231L.—"
Be cautious in dealing with,
associates. Some may urge you
to make certain commitments
against your better judgment.




( OCL 24 to Nov. 22) nt,4tic.
Don't regard decisions made
in the a.m. as final. Certain
circumstances may necessitate
revisioris later in the-day.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )07440.
A day calling for your best
judgment. Don't take action in a
tricky Situation before you've
heard the whole story, and DO
try to see the. viewpoint of
associates.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Be ready for changes. Some
surprising orders will be given
regarding your duties and
responsibilities. Maintain your
balance and avoid extremes.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '1"'"
A day for remaining in the
background. Your hunches are
correct, but this is not the time
for taking direct action.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An unexpected discovery you
make will prove profitable.
Your clue lies in reading be-
tween the lines, carefully
studying the "fine print."
via
)(a.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely genial and amiable
individual. In fact, Aquarius is
one of the friendliest Signs and
represents that spirit of good
will which is the essential
quality of true friendship. You
are endowed with ex-
traordinary intuition, canny
perception and understanding-
at-a-glance. You have many
interests in life; are ad-
venturous, inventive,
philosophical and a lover of the
outdoors. You are talented, too,
and could build a successful
career out of science, music,
painting or literature. Birthdate




Pio Christian Edwation Committee stibe
Cordially larks Yee To The
L,4
-
THE STORY OF MOSES
\ adapted for he dace' from the anohilliealra Predettiwi
6: l0 PM, Sunday Evening, February 6, 1977
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Murray, Ky Dr David C. Root Meister







Meeting of Adult Great
Books Discussion Group will
not be held it the Calloway
County Public Library at
seven p. m.
Monday, January 31
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p. m.
January Bible Study will be




will meet at Graves County
Court House, Mayfield, at
seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Group II of First Chgian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. A. B. Austin at
two p. m. with the program by
Mrs. Lessie Pickard.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a. m. with the Executive
Committee to meet at nine a.
m. and coffee to be served at
9:30 a. m., weather per-
mitting.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Tuesday, February 1
Donald L. Story will present
a recital of clarinet music at
the Clara Eagle Art -Gallery,
Prince Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Senior Citizens activities.
Bible study for Grades
seven and eight will be at First
Baptist Church at three p. m.
Mufray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. m.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. rn. at-the club house.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at 7:30 p. m. at
the club house.
January Bible Study will be
at First Baptist Church at
seven p. m.
First Baptist Church
Women will have a general
meeting at nine a. m. at the
church.
_ Tuesday, February 1
MSU Women's Society
Coffee will be held at the home
of Bonnie Jones, 1608
Keenland, with Janette Kirk
as cohostess, from 1000 to
• Wednesday, February 2
Story Hour at the Calloway
County Public Library will be
at 3:30 p. m. with program,
the Richard Valentine Pup-
Pets.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Com-
munity Center at 1:30 p. m.
Lola Fisk as hostess and
lesson on "Dough, Flower."
January Bible Study will be




Coffee will be held at the home
of Diane, SOurlock, 1007
Poplar, with Helen Hogan-
camp as cohostess, from 7:30
to 9:00 p.m. This was can-
celled previously.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Paul Lyons • and
Dorothy with Mrs. Homer
Miller, both at ten a. m. and'
Bea Walker in church parlor
at nine p. m. after Bible Study.
Jo Tanner, a past vice-
president of the Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club,
leaves her home to start on
her Mothers' March for the
March of Dimes which is
now in progress throughout
the city of Murray. Mrs. Tan-
ner stands at the door with
her children, David and
Angela Tanner. The
Newcomers Club sponsors
the march each year as its
civic project Money from
the march is used to help
stop birth defects which





Audubon wildlife film, "A
Naturalist Afield" will be
shown at Murray State
University at seven p. m.
Wednesday, February 2
Lunch for senior citizens
will be at North Second Street
Community Center at twelve
noon and call 753-8938 for meal





Let es mime yo.
Mrs. Kathryn Owhane
Phone 763.3101
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The Murray Theatres will have
ONE SHOW NITELY AT
7:30 SUNDAY Thru THURSDAY
hermostate settings will be belo
ormal during operating hours an
t absolute minimum during non
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC. THE PUERTO RICO ISSUE HAFtRIGAN
Though President Ford has been Castroism to Puerto Rico, which has
succeeded by President Carter and the been under U: S. control for 78 years.
former's- statehood for -Puerto Rico The United States has important
proposal is now a dead letter, the issue defense facilities in the Caribbean
of the island commonwealth's political which must be maintained. It would be
future won't disappear. Congress and disastrous if Puerto Rico became an
the American peAlle will have to decide
' what relationship they want to have
• with Puerto Rico.
Certainly, Mr. Ford's statehood plan
was hastily conceived and premature.
In its present condition, Puerto Rico
isn't suitable as a state. It is a depen-
dent territory, with much of its 3.1
million population collecting welfare
and food stamps. The bill for this
----lassidatice totals almost $3 billion a
year. The American Union has no need
of a new state that would be a ward of
the nation.
Furthermore, there are marked
differences in culture between Puerto
Rico and the United States. The Puerto
Ricans have a Spanish heritage and use
the Spanish language. It's not in the
national interest of the United States to
add a state that would agitate for
bilingualism and biculturalism. The
United States has enough problems
without adding strife over language and
culture. One has only to lonk at the
—example-of-Canada; Which is split over
the use of the French language, to
understand the divisiveness of such a
question.
If Puerto Rico is unprepared for
statehood now, what of the future? No
easy -answers present themselves.
Greater autonomy isn't desirable at
this time, again in view of Puerto Rico's
_dependence on the taxpayers of the 50
states. The Puerto ffiesns can't
reasonably expect a veto on federal
laws while receiving massive federal
assistance.
Puerto Rican independence is equally
unacceptable at this time. It is an
established fact that dictator Fidel
Castro of Cuba is pushing this idea. He
, hopes to extend the influence of
-
outpost of Communist Cuba. -
The situation throughout the
Caribbean is increasingly unstable. In
Jamaica, the ruling party is moving the
country closer to Cuban style com-
munism. Other island countries in the
Caribbean, or along its rim, have
worsening economies and growing
population problems. In a real sense,
the Caribbean is a time bomb, tiCkin_f_
away. It is hard to say what can be done
about this "bomb," for many of .the
Caribbean countries aren't viable
states.
Under the circumstances, it isn't
feasible for the United States to make a
quick decision on Puerto Rico. The
commonwealth arrangement, which
was established in 1952, is probably the
best arrangement for the time being.
Indeed, it may be the best arrangement
for many years. Minor modifications in
the commonwealth association with the
United States may ease strains while
protecting U. S. security interests.
Opponents of preserving the status
quo undoubtedly will argue that a go-
slow policy will incite terrorists to
commit outrages. Unfortunately,
terrorism is a reality of our times.
Indeed, Puerto Rican terrorists have
been active since the post-World War II
years when they attempted. to
assassinate President Truman. The
United States must not permit itself to
be ,rushed into -premature action,
however, out of a fear of terrorist in-..
cidents. The answer to the terrorist
threat is more effective counter-
terrorist police work.
In the meantime, the Puerto Rican
situation is one in which where
thoughtful study of the real issues and-
problems is the only realistic approach.




FRANKFORT - Conservation of
energy is the directive Kentuckians get
from every source, but the only
alternative that is presented confronts
us with a dilemma.
The Environmental Protection
_Agency sets air standards to such
strictures that coal can't be burned as a
Joel_
The Federal POwer Commission or
the Interstate Commerce Commission
regulates the price of petroleum
products.
Yet, this bleak and unusal winter has
put people out of jobs, has increased the
...unemployment rate across the nation,
and has denied the nation of needed
products.
-
This all comes at a time when we
have had a change at the head of our
national government. Jimmy Carter,
the new president, has pledged in his
campaign to relieve us of most of these
problems.
The question presented Is how is he
going to do it with all the barriers
placed in his way.
The people elected a Democrat
president apparently because they
thought  Republican President Gerald
Ford couldn't get a workable program
through a Democratic Congress.
There's nothing wrong with that part
of thinking on the part of the American
public. It's their privilege.
But, why handicap a new president
with all of the barriers that differing
segments of our nation place in his
path?.
Congress has known since 1973 that
this nation is importing 40 per cent of
the petroleum products we use from
foreign countries. Yet, at the same time
there has been a proposition before
Congress that this nation speed up a
program to convert coal, cnir largest
reserve • of energy resources, to
multiple uses. There has been
'relatively little progress in this field.
. Kentucky-s- two senators went on
record last week as urging a speed-up
of this program. How long will it take?
Any right-thinking person Itnnws that
this nation is rich in energy resources,
we are no us g
them to the best of advantage.
Kentucky is the leading coal-
producing state in the nation, and we
have reserves that can carry usfar into
the future if developed -and used tathe__
best advantage.
The 1974-legislature allocated several
million dollars toward the development
of a coal conversion process for
liquifaction and gassification of coal.
Kentucky and national industries
joined in a pledge toward this end, but
very little headway in the layman's eye
has been made toward this goal.
Admittedly, progress is slow, but in
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s-fast. If you have a question or a__
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Do I have to take
Medicare out at age 65? If so, am I
penalized if I do not? C.H.
ANSWER: No. For 98 per, cent of the
people reaching age 65, however,
hospital insurance is available without
any premium payment. There is no
penalty for not signing up for hospital
insurance other than that you will lose
free coverage.
Medical insurance requires a mon-
thly premium. The penalty for not
signing up when you-are first eligible is
that the premititil-- keit% up 10 per cent
for each year Oa could have signed up
for it, but did not..
Heartline has developed its own book
on Medicare celled "Heartline's Guide
to Medicare." This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
large print. It has a sample
Medicare claim form and instructions
on how to fill it out, plus an explanation
of the reasonable charge ruling under B
of Medicare.
•To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," -11,4__Eiist Dayton
St., West-Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This
haS an unconditional money hack
guarantee. Please allow 30 days for
delivery: ' _
HEARTLINE: My 38-year-old
husband recently died. I am the saine
age and we have n9 children. , His
brother Completely paid for the funeral.
. A friend of.mine tel irde to check with
.. the Social tecurity office for benefits,
but what possible benefit could I get?
K.S.
ANSWER: You could receive the 8256
lump-sum death be4elfit if you and your
husband were li g in tile same
household at the time of his \death or
you were. just -temporarily separated
- - for such reasons as military service,
work or illness. You are entitled to this
benefit even though you had no feral
expense.
If you had hot been living together, as
described above, the payment would
.hen be-glade, under certain conditions,
-;-,.toeither an unpaid funeral home, or to
- *whomever paid the funeral expenses,'
or to the ,
HEARTLINE: I ordered an article
through the mail last July and have just
received it. This seems like a very long
time for an order and it has me very
upset. I was wondering if you have any
information on how a person Can be
protected by ordering merchandise
through the mail? K.F.C. -
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
list of good ideas on how persons can
protect themselves against problems
with buying merchandise through the
mail. Anyone interested can obtain it by
writing to: Heartline - Mail Order, 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio-
4381.




_ The Calloway County ASC Committee
and -office personnel -would like to take
this opportunity to express our
gratitude and to say !`tharik you," for
the fine cooperati& we received from
your paper the past year. •
It was through the prompt and
courteous service of The Murray
Ledger & Times that kept our farmers
informed with current and pertinent
information timely.
We wish for each of you the very best
for. this New Year.
Sincerely,'
David E. Riley, Jr., CED
Calloway Coiuity ASCS Office
The Murray •
Ledger &
- The Murray Ledger li---Tithes• is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, _ July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N,
1. 4th St. Murray„Ky., 4;71.
"-Second Class Pos ge Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42el.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas. served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. By man
in Callow-ay Coanty and to Benton,
Hardin,. Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mall to other destinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Pre, Ken-




By S. C. Van Curon
_ .
the light of the dilemma which the
nation now faces, it seems to the
plebian that not enough stress has been
put on the -hurry-up" attitude this
nation shduld adopt.
Only last week Kentuckians got
disthal-news that natural gas supplies
are go61g to be reduced come February
1 alld tIlal_lbe.lutureis...uot too bright
past that point.
Schools are closed because of the lack
of fuel, and because of foul weather.
Industries are shut down, putting
people out of work. We're increasing




Agency has made us cold, put people
out of work, and increased the ex-
penditures of welfare dollars for people
on relief through no fault of their own.
The question seems to be do we
breathe a little polluted air or do we
freeze to death.




By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 31, the 31st
day of 1977. There are 334 days left in
the year.
Toda:s highlight in history:
-Tn. is date in 958, first
Aniesican space satellite,. Explorer
One, was launched into orbit from Cape
Canaverallla.
On this dRe:
In 1606, Guy Fawkes, a conspirator
against the government of England,
was executed.
In 1801, John Marshall was appointed
Chief Justice of the United States._ _ _ _
In 1865, General Robert E. Lee was
named Commander-in-Chief of the
10 Years Ago
Joe E. Boyd of Murray is one of ten
-area men who have enlisted in the U. S.
Navy during the month of January,
according to the Navy Recruiting of-
ficer.
Deaths reported include Hardy
Sutherland,'age 77.
Ann Dunnaway, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Dunnaway, has been
named , the 1967 Betty Crocker
Homemaker of Tomorrow at-Murray
High School where she is a senior.
Bro. Jerry Ross is the evangelist for
the revival now in progress at the
Chestnut Street Tabernacle Pen-
tecostal Church.
The Murray State University Racers
got their fifth Ohio Valley Conference
win of the season last night by beating
- Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders 91 to 75.
Mrs. Josie Darnell was honored with
a . dinner on her 86th birthday on
January 22 at her home.
20 Years Ago
Gharles Roberts, Murray automobile
dealer, was killed yesterday morning
Shout seven o'clock in an automobile
accident near Ashland City, Tenn.
Included among damage to county
roads and highways resulting from rain
and ice is a bridge west of Alm° Heights
on the Kirksey Road which was moved
from its position by the pressure of ice,
according to John Ramsey, county road
commissioner.
Pvt. Pat D. Orr, Pvt. Billy G. Carson,
and Pvt. Joe D. Grogan are now
stationed at Fort Hood, Texas, with the
Fourth Armored Division.
Births reported include a girl to Mr,
and Mrs. Gerald Wheeler Canter,
January 20, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hugh Houston on January 17,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Clayton
Sills on January 19.
Named as Betty Crocker
Homemakers of Tomorrow were Jo. A.
• Vaughn, Murray High School, Charlotte
Trevathan, Marray Training School,





Murray Ledger & times Editor
They're making track all over town in
Chicago, according to a newspaper
there. •
The Chicago Transit Authority is
int-Created „in renting trains for parties
and other occasions. Don Yabush of the
rrA  that .niunercuts groups have.
partied on trains and ridden happily all
over the city:
"The most unusual group we had was
a church choir. They rode the trains
and sang for hours. We gk a lot of train
buffs. They come in to the CTA office
.satAiy.44--aad . slightly gral44
looking. They love trains..."
. The trains can be rented for all hours
except rush and have -atrtracki
available once a starting,point has been
determined. The trains come in units of
two that will accommodate. 100 people
along with a two-person crew,
motorperson and conductor.
'Rates are .$400 for the -first, $25 for
each additional up to eight hours. For
example, a three-hour party for 100
would cost $4.50 per person.
0+0
- "Employ_ thy _time well. .if.„ thou
meanest to gain leisure: and since thou
art not sure of a minute, throw not away
an hour. Leisurei is time for doing
something, useful, and this leisure the
diligent man will obtain, but the lazy
.man neverfor allfe ofletsurearictattfe--




tendent Jera Wallace reports that
sanitation crews began making regular
Business Mirror
'When You Stop
To Think Abow It
(behind the house) pickups of garbage
today. .
, Wallace thanked local residents for
their excellent cooperation with the
department._ durinCibeqiaSt
dayi when _residents- were asked to
_Ant  theitgatbage containers at the °  
curbside.
0+0
Gov. Carroll has placed all
esseatial" state offices on a four-day
w-Mic • week as part of a conservation
scheme designed to save energy
- th_41 1004014.3We---.,_ ,   _
Providers,of "central services" such
as grocery` and drug Stores, service
details, ptuinbers- and- etectrtrat---
repairmen, -have been asked to'reduce
their hours by 20 per cent.
Nonessential commercial establish-
ments such as restaurants, theaters
and recreational facilities, have been
asked by the governor to cut their hours
. by 40 per cent.
0+0
An old ran who drdn't like arii of his
relatives died and his posse.mioriiiiere
divided . among the family. A nephew
was awarded' the 1975 Chevy, which 
seemed to have an inordinate number
of squeaks andrattles. 
The nephew managed to find the
cause of all the irritating sounds
exeeptene.-
The mysterious rattle appeared to
come from a rear window which was
finally taken apart and probed. There.-
- hanging by a string; was an empty.
iodine bottle with a note in the - old
man's handwriting:
"I never thought you'd flail this one.'-
In 1917, Germany announced that it
Was, beginning- a -IsCilicy of unrestritted
submarine warfare in World War I.
In 1943, in World War II, the Soviet
Union announced victory over German
- troops at Stalingrad.
1968, South-Vietnam's President
Nguyen Van Thieu declared rriartial
law in the face of mounting guerrilla
attacks throughout the country.
Ten years ago: West Germany and
Communist Romania renewed
diplomatic relations over the objections
of East Germany.
Five years ago: Guerrillas in Nor-
thern Ireland set off bombs, sprayed
bullets and marched in defiant parades
as a general strike spread through most
of the country to protest the killing of 13
civilians by British troops.
One year- ago: Pope Paul VI
cautioned against feminist movements
- • that he said ran the risk of deper-
sonalizing women.- .
Today's birthdays: Writer Nor:Gn
Mailer is 54. Actress Carol Channing is
56. Fortner Secretary, of the,Interior
Stewart Udall is 57.
Thought for today: A. good storyteller
is a person who has a gotici memory and
hopes other people haven't. - Irvin
Cobb, American humorist, 1876-1944.
Bible
Thought
Preserve me, 0 God: for in
do I put my trust. Psalm 16:1.
Know the peace That comes







NEW YORK ( AP) — "When you stop
to think about it" is a 'phrase that
usually suggests • somebody has
retreated from a -first and often frantic
reaction to some event or issue and has
taken a Calmer, more reasoned view.
-Like coffee users, who now are
having second thoughts airing with their
second cups of coffee and rethinking
their belief that a conspiracy is afoot to -
-deprive them of their comfort and-way-
of life.
Some ;evil to be coming around to
the realization thattbey do not need-to -
pay those prices.
A few seem to realize that prices-can
be regulated taith from the supply and
tho demand _ side. For nonessential
products, a supplier cannot -dominate ..
the market • unless the buyer
acquiesces. .
A, supplier might tell -his customers -.  .
that a shortage exists and that he must__ ,
raise prices. But the consumer can
reditee that shortage me.reh- by cutting
his demand.
A conspiracy- ot Suppliers can be
met by a "conspiracy" of nonbuyers,
providing the product or service. isn't
essential to life and well being.
But when you stop to think about it all
over again, two more considerations
come to mind: Is cbffee nonessential?
Will the absence of it do more to nerves
than the presence of it? „
• -The Council. On Wage and. Price -
Stability had second thoughts about
standards proposed by another
government agency, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration-, or*
OSHA as it is acronyrned.
OSHA proposed that commercial
underwater-divers must_ among -other
things make writtenreports of. diviog_
activities, and provide paramedics and
standby diVers, as, well as diving bell
afticl'detorttpression chambers in some
instances. .
- Urging OSFIA to "acquire a sense of
perspective,"Tie council noted, that
diVers. were often small entrepreneurs
who could't afford the-costs.
.It Said further that the standards- ---
might even increase the fatality rate by
giving a false. sense 'of security, and
.that they might ...adversely affect the
nation's energy supply.
Asks the council, -Wouldn't it bOetter - • - -
to train safe divers? Wouldn't it be
niore effective in terms of cost?
For the resources devoted to saving .
divers' lives implicit in the OSHA
proposal, the council said, more than
61 lives could be saved on the nation's
highways."
How does it figure,that? Well, it costs
$240,000-per1ife saved on the highways,
says the National Highway 'Traffic
Safety Aditiniscration. While drivers
are not divers, the figure does serve as
a Measuring stick. .
The Cost of Compliance with the new
diving standards would be $22 million.
. The number of deaths per year that
could be attributed to causes covered
by • the new standard, would be about
three per year.
But now, -says the council, we must
divide by twO, because the standard-,
would likely he no more than 50 per cent.
effective." And that, it said, -implies a... -
cost4ser-life-saved of close to $15
Isn't It Tht_truth
-'These. forbidding years may be
notable in history as the Age of the
LoOpttole, g time uteri people viorddn't
slick their neck out: unless it was tax
exempt.-- the venture, not the neck
Let's Stay Well • k.
Babies Born with a 'Veil'
Q: Mrs. l•M.Uotites, "For years
have heard of the old supersti-
tion that a child who as born with
a sieirover his head is cursed -
Such a covering is supposed to
be a had sign,
is the baby 'harmed by such a\
birth? Is there some truth to this \
supergationr
A: You are describing an old
wives' tale. Such a "veil," which
usually is called a caul, is not
unusual during birth and is not
harmful to the child or mother
During 'intrauterine life, the
fetus is carried i asac that con-
tains fluid:in whkh the baby is
-"floating. As laboi 0-00-e5.Ses. the
wall of the sac usually ruptures.
•
By FJ L Blasingame.
and the baby reaches the outside
through the hole in this
membrane.
In slme cases, the sac may
,come down hooded *flyer the
'baby. dr part of the sac Mai
}big to 'the baby's skin The sac.
or parts of it on the baby. is
bri&ed away after delivery so it
will not' mterfere with the
breathing of the newbOrn.
Incidentally. folldore also has
given other interpretations to')
one who is born -with a ..eaul
Such infants are thought IO
blessed with special irtskghts and
to he immune from drowning of




are normal during pregnancy
and delivery They are not
harmful or helpful' to the future
development of an infant
Teenage Alcoholism
sio-ttle Rise,
Q: Mrs I'll express: es
'cern about her teen-age son S I's
-rescue and regular drinlunv it
alcjicif It is affecting his sChool
yiion'ird is causing trouble he-
tween him and some -of his
friends -She would like suggus-,
inns about what she and' her
ushand can dri
YOur son could be .in
a Icoholie—liataar—thao_ t.a_to
'treat turn 1,,“
'fessionzil car.' ProMIX' 11'
TlefliS help
physician ,144 o
Mg it caretill :11.44..ini' .4
t.‘41111fla! n ,tt,1
forming ne•••\•••sar ,o,4•
ti.sl.s to mata ,f
physical at ,rds- are pr•--er-:
'four sun- may 'be'..,teor
and ma require i,peCial 41411-
'ael.rnent. If he is found ha' an
altoti,414. tity•si(iat) sioz • \
gc.:tit that sour stin 'tic twit. .
ni /./11411.1,
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ARM EViElAtit Lq0RECAST
Farm Machinery Show,
Tractor Pull To Be Held
Over 440 exhibitarsand 345
pullers will be at Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Center
Feb. 16-19 in the biggest
. National Farm Machinery
Show and Championship
Tractor Pull ever.
More than 600,000 square
- feet of show -spacellat7been
mapped out, including
KFEC's East and West Wings,
Newmarket Hall, Pavilion,
ew East and West Halls
about 40,000 square feet of
display space.. each ),, new
citittide-coUrtyards and laWri-is.
The action will also be off the
_ grOunds, with free bowling
scheduled for nearby 52-lane
Executive Bowl and free bus
tours of Louisville tourist
spots.
"We decided to add things
for the visitors so they could
Come to the National Farm
Machinery Show and enjoy a
variety of entertainment both
at the show and in the city,"
said Leonard (Buck ) Beasley,
KPEC Exposition SpeCialist
 alit) is civet seeing- the s low 
entire prodtiction. - For the
firist year since the NFTVLS
opened up in 1966, Les (.'
• Carlisle will not be the show
manager. He retired at the
first of the year.)
The show; free to the public,
Will run from 9 a.m. to 5:30
pm. The new East and West
Halls, of course, are reasons
for the added number of
exhibitors this year. The
. number had been held at a
ceiling of about 350 for the past
several years, but over 100
companies on the waiting .list
finally got their chance this
year.
This year's show Will be so -
large that it will look State
Fair-ish in both crowds and
the amount of ground it
 _ covers.____Information--booths-
will be set up in the lobby
areas, and Beasley says that
this year, for the first time
since the 60's, an accurate
head count ̀ will be taken.
Estimates in recent years
have been in the neighborhood
of 175,000 for the four-day
show.
As always, the show is one of
the world's largest showcases
of farm machinery and
agricultural equipment and
supplies, and the products
cover.,. the gamut from
groundbreaking to harvest
time, from the latest in air-
conditioned traitor - cabs to
hybrid seeds, from hydraulic
log splitters to milk coolers.
Exhibitors come from 33
states and Canada, and
several American distributors
will be showing equipment
from 'foreign countries, in-
cluding Russia, Japan,
Germany and Italy. . .
The Championship -Tractor
Pull will also top out at a
recond level, with a new added
class for 6,000-pound trucks,
vans or jeeps. They have to be
gasoline-powered and four-
wheel drive. Twenty-four
vehicles are registered for
that class, which adds another
$5,000 to last year's pot, a total
record of ;59,250.
Eleven tractor classes will
-again putt this year. Recent
changes by the NFMS Tractor
Pull Committee have upped
weight maximums of three
stock classes by 300 pounds
each. Each class is limited to
about 25 entries, based on
performance in other pulls
over the past year. As always,
the 1,000-pound Garden
tractor class has the most
entries, 94. That will be pared
down to 20-25 in a pull-off
Friday morning, Feb. 18.
Each night's pulls will begin
at 6:30 p.m. in Freedom Hall.
, The 1977 Miss National
Farm Machinery Show will be
Lisa Groce, a 20 ld
blonde from Louisville who
spends a-lot of time down on
her parents' farm in Ed-
mondson County. She will
2ppPar-tbroughont the  chow 
and be on hand to make trophy
presentations auring the
tractor pull. Dottie Heady, a
former Miss National Farm
Machinery Shaw, will appear
daily as Official Hostess.
At Friday night's pulls,




Murray's fastest unloading facilities
'Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404




wheel drive tractor GBuy a new Case 2
:between 'how and .
March 31. (977 and your participating
Case Dealers will give you a 40 channel
'Johnson Messenger CB- rade°, free..
Choose frOn't 11 Cas6 models frctiv43. to
180 pto, horsepower dealer i6 ',^e
1111111101111bz
CenT] McKee' Equipment
503 Walnut, Murray, Ky.Co., Inc. (502) 753 3°62
'
•
GROWING ,INSTANT VEGETABLES Tobacco PlanfProductionWITHOUT A GARDEN
Unlike Other Row Crops
'
By TED HOWARD
seeded directly into the field.
The tiny seeds must be started
in a plant bed and then
transplanted to the field when
the plants are six to eight
inches high. An adequate
supply of healthy, stocky
1, plants should be ready for
early transplanting if high
.- quality tobacco is to be
produced. Enough plant bect
1 ..... area should be prepared to.
provide, at two pullings, the
plants needed for the entire
vinassisingsmisimilllignill. crop.
. ESTABLISHING THE
Fenugreek segetable seed sprouts sersed as a,side dish. In the fore:
ground sprouts are being emptied from a jar which serves as an
ideal growth chamber.
begin in the middle of the bed
•Calloway County Extension
Agent for Agriculture 
and throw furrows on each• - f .."..t: -.4 , 41.."kie, ig-'.*:-. .
'• .4E' .41,„ le-0: 1.. - it-kiir .• :
-,_,' - , -* e„ ,'t .fr:•-, Unlike most other row 
side toward the middle until
breaking is completed. This
«. • : *--r Y3., -. t- --, ." w 1 N crops, tobacco cannot be4 - ,, ,- k „4/,.. , - will make the bed higher than........-„ ,,, -..- .:et., w 4 •avi •.!..
t. „,..440. t  1" 
the surrounding ground and
"-tot so. tr• 1:4 i' .14 .,..41,...4r,f will help keep outside water
_.„
• For centuries the Chinese have enjoyed the crisp, clean flavor of
mung hean- S-proufs and the 'B'ritish relish the spicy tang of fast-
growing mustard and cress seedl ngs which they use daily in sand-
wiches, soups and as an indispen-
sable garnish for egg dishes, like plant that is grown as a feed
There is a vast number of crop for cattle. Sprouted Alfalfa,
other less familiar seed sprouts just 72 hours after germination
that proside.distinctive_flavor and was tested for vitamin C2, and
nutritional salmi. What's more half a cupful proved to be equiv:,
they can be raised year round in alent to six glasses of pure orange'
apartments with poor light, and juice. Vitamin B2 (riboflavin),
take just 2 to 10 days from seed present in unsprouted Alfalfa
to harvest seed, will increase by over 1000%
They are, a new wave of__L'41:1-, in_the_grovvIng sProut_afar just
• slant vegetables" that also have four days.
the advantage of requiring no Alfalfa sprouts are especially
soil in which to grow. All they good .to try if you're - new to
need is a moist paper towel, sprout growing, since the flavor
sinix they have enormous reser.es us sweet. It makes a delicious
of energy and 'the ability -t(I sandwich filling and salad veg-
germinate instantly moisture is et-able used raw or cooked. Other
added to them,' varieties include fenugreek (spicy
The food value in a sprouting flavor), .Ndiuki Bean (sweet and
seed is enormous, with the Vitanun nutty and Oats (wild,'nuils
C and B complex of vitamins flavor;
increasing up to 630% after seed Sprouting seeds are listed in the
germination. new 1977 Thompson & Morgan
Perhaps nothing illustrates the seed catalog, available free from
power of these nuraculous sprout- Thompson & Morgan, Box 24,
Somerdale, New Jersey 08083,ing seeds than Alfalfa, a closer.
Knife Selection
And Maintenance
By JEAN W. CLOAK
Calloway County Extension
Agent for Home Economics
Cutlery is such a basic
kitchen tool; much thought
should be given to its selection
and care. Generally, the more
expensive the knife, the better
the quality. But there are a
number of things to check in
addition to price, when
choosing a knife - personal
needs, the different types and
intended uses of knives, the
material and construction.
One of the most popular is
the parer, used for paring
apples and potatoes-, cleaning
vegetables. Utility knives are
used for trimming meat and
fat from bones and cutting up
large vegetables. Butcher
knives and cleavers are in-
tended to cut through Nines
and heavy cuts of meat, larger
fruits and vegetables. The
French cook's or chef's knives
are ideal for dicing and
chopping foods. There are also
slicers for slicing roasts and
turkeys or bread; fillet knives,
-individual steak knives and
grapefruit knives.
The blade in a knife should
run through the full length and
width of its handle, about two-
thirds through. Be. sure the
blade is firmly attached and
the handle comfortable to
hold.
Carbon steel knives are
generally Sharp-edged to
begin, with, and though they
dull quickly, can be reshar-
pened easily. The material is
relatively soft. However,
carbon steel is quick to stain
and rust, unless washed and
dried promptly after each use.
'Stainless steel is popular
because it is durable, good
looking and easy-care.
However, its ability to take
and keep a Sharp edge is not as
good as carbon. sipce it is so'
hard.
Many inexpensive knives
are made of either carbon
steel or stainless steel.
High-carbon stainless steels
• are available at a highet price
and have the good charac-
teristics of 'both stainless and
carbon 'steels. They resist
rusting and staining, yet have
enough carbon so that they
can be readily sharpened.
Vanadium steel is a high-
carbon steel with other
elements added - vanadium,
chromium, molybdenum -
for long wear.
Keep knives in good con-
dition by using a sharpening
steel to realign or reset the
"teeth" (microscopic rough
edges that roll over and
become bent with use). A
sharpening hone or lTat
sharpening stone, used only
infrequently on quality knives,
will put a new edge on a dull
knife. One precaution: A saw-
tooth or scallopedzedge knife
should be reset or sharpened
only on the back side (without
scallops), or the crescent
edges will be worn away.
Good care is important for
all knives. It is best to suds
knives, in the sink, one by one
and rinse them the same way
to prevent accidental cuts. As
mentioned, carbon steel
should be washed and dried
-after each use. Stainless steel
is dishwasher safe, but the
manufacturer may recom-
mend handwashing because of
the construction of the knife or
its handle.
The best storage for knives
is in holders with a slot for
each • to Protect the blade.
Attractive storage (Mils are
available to fit into drawers or
mount on a wall.
ood. 
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Dry beans are a better bl.y
than canned beans, a0 you
don't have tcvsoak them over-
night before cooking. Just
bring them to a boil, i.ing 2,
to 3 cups water per cup of
beans, and boil for 2 minutes.
emove from heat, cover
tightly, and let stand for 1
hout. Now they 're ready to
cook,
PLANT BED - Select fertile,
well-drained soil high in
organic matter, preferably
with a slight southern or
eastern slope, and freefrom
shade,- especially in the
morning. An ideal place for
growing plants is in an open
field and near, a supply of
water. 'Avoid sites near
tobacco barns or other sources
of tobacco trash and areas
infested with bullnettles,
groundcherries, or plantains.
These weeds can be a source
of tobacco viruses.
A plant bed 100 feet long and
nine feet wide or 75 feet long
and 12 feet wide, should supply
enough plants for each acre to
be set.
For dark tobacco, prepare a
plant bed 50 feet long and 9
feet _wide, or the equivalent,
for each acre to be seL
Regardless of the weed
control method to be used, for
spring preparation plow the
grounfl thoroughly, and leave
it before treatment, work the
ground thoroughly, and leave
it level. Many farmers prefer
to prepare the soil and treat it
for weeds in the fall'. Burning
in the fall is also preferable to
spring preparation.
When breaking the soil,
Dairy Association
To Meet In Louisville
February 6 And 7
Hundreds of dairy farmers
from all sections of Kentucky
will meet in Louisville for the




February 6 and 7, at
Executive West, Freedom
Way at the Fairgrounds 1-65
and Watterson Expressway.
Highlights of the annual
meeting will include the an-
nual state dairy princess
contest with a banquet on
Sunday evening and
coronation at a Monday
luncheon; -and a Monday
business session.
Ten finalists from all sec-
tions of the state will compete
this year for the coveted title
of Kentucky State Dairy
Princess. Candidates will give
speeches - both prepared and
impromptu - at a Sunday
evening - dairy princess





Each girl has won and is now
princess of her A. D. A.
Region.
1977 finalists are:
District 1 - SANDRA LOU
STARK, 18, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles B. Star, of
Route 2, Murray. A graduate
of Calloway County High
School, Sandra is a freshman
at Murray'State University.
District 2 - SHERREE
DENISE MELHISER, 20,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Melhiser, of Route 2,
Owensboro. A graduate of
Daviess County High School,
Sherree is a sophomore at
Western Kentucky University.
District 3 - DEBBY
NOLAN, 18, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Nolan, of Route
1, Elizabethtown. Debby is a
graduate of East Hardin High
School.
District. 4 - RAMONA
PEARSON, 19, daughter of
Mrs. Ernest Pearson, of Route
8, Scottsville. A graduate of
Allen County - Scottsville
High School, Ramona is a
sophomore at Western Ken-
tucky University. .
District 5 - WANDA
CARLILE, 19, daughter of
Mrs. Edna Carlile, of Route 1,
Finchville. A graduate of
Sheik County High School,.
Wanda is a sophomore at
Eastern Kentucky University.
District 6 - RAE LYNNE
JEFFRIES, 18, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Ray
Jeffries, of Route 1, .New
Castle. A graduate of Henry
County High School, Rae
Lynne is a freshman at
Transylvania University.
District I--  ANNETTE
AARON, 18, daughter ef Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin, Aaron, of •
Glens Fork Route, Columbia.
A' graduate of Adair County
High School, :Annette is a
freshman at Lindsey Wilson
College.
District 8 - GEORGIA
GAYLE SPOONAMORE, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George 0. Spoonamore, III, of
Route 4, Stanford. Gayle is a
freshman at Eastern Ken-
tucky University.
District 9- PEGGY JEAN
TABOR, 18, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Lee Tabor, of
Route 4, Carlisle. A graduate
of Nicholas Cou'nty High
School, Peggy is enrolled at
Central Kentucky State
Vocational School.
. District 10 l• SHARON
BOTTS, 18, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Botts, of Route
3, Owingsville. A graduate of
Bath County High School,
Sharon-is a freshman at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Mistress of ceremonies for
the banquet will be Mrs. Susan




pageant will be Miss Venedia
McKee, 1975-76 State Dairy
Princess, Henry County.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension speciots at
the UK College OT Agriculture
Use the liquid from
;.anned vegetables nut in-
cludetriri serving the food.
'This liquid adds nutrients and
flavor to soups and gravies.
from flowing over the bed.
KILLING WEED SEED -
Tobacco. pi ni s are . so CMR II 
when they germinate that they
cannot stand the competition
of weed growth. Weeding
tobacco beds is a slow and
tedious job and may injure the
young tobacco plants.
The best way to prevent
weeds in the plant bed is to kill
weed seeds in the plant bed
before sowing the tobacco
seed. Do not attempt to
destroy weed seed. in plant
beds when the soil is wet,
regardless of the method used.
Neither, chemicals nor heat
penetrate wet soil very deeply
and this will result In poor
weed control. Soils burned or
steamed when wet may
become so hard the tobacco
plants cannot grow.
• Weed seeds may he killed by
steaming, burning, gassing, or
drenching. Any of these soil
treatments may be used either
in the fall or in the spring. Fall
treatments often result in
slightly poorer weed control
• than do similar treatments in
the spring, but the suitable
-weather,. better working
condition of the soil and higher
soil temperatures in the fall
are factors which usually
more than offset that disad-
vantage.
If beds ar.e.to be burned, use
enough wood to heat the soil to
a depth of three to four inches.
Usually 30 minutes of burning
with fairly large wood will
provide enough heat 'to kill
weed seed near the surface.
Burned-, beds should not be
seeded until the soil cools.
When using methyl bromide
gas, the soil should be worked
thoroughly just before
treatment. Cover-the bed with
- a gas-proof cover and seal the
edges with soil.
Insert plastic tubing at three
points in a level 100-foot bed,
one at each end and one in the
' center. If the bed is sloped,
place the tubes so that the gas
is released at the upper side.
An evaporating pan or tray
should be. placed under the
cover at the end of each tube,
When unheated methyl'
bromide is used, the soil
temperature should .be 50
degrees F or warmer.
"John knows a lot-about"












John found out that nobody is better
than PCA when it comes.to ag finance.
Stop by and let us prove it to you, too.
You talk, we'll listen.
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 Na. 4th St.
Murray Ky. 753-5602
Keys F. Keel - Field Office Manager Anita McCallon -










382-2186 Murray - 753-9880
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USDA To Invite Comments On Registration
ATLANTA. -Ga. -- In-
dividuals and firms that will
have to register and keep
records under a new federll
grain inspection law will soon
be asked to.. comment on
registration and record-
keeping regulations. - .
Officials of the Federal
Grain Inspection Service
in thy U. S. pepart-
!tient Of Agriculture (USDA)
‘silt begin drafting the
regulations in a few months.
The FGIS will solicit ideas and
comments from grain mer-
chants, elevator owners and
operators and others who
might be affected by ,the new
rules before drafting begins...
The record-keeping
regulations will define what
records , will have to be
maintained and how .they.•wt11,






What is an Individual
Retirement Account?
An Individual Retirement Account (IRA) is a personal
tax-sheltered retirement plan. It was developed by Congress
to bring to every American worker the opportunity to build a
more secure future for himself and for his family.
Corporations have long been permitted to establish
retirement plans for their employees. As long as a plan met
'certain requirements. employer contribution& to the plan
were fully tax deductible. Likewise, employer contributions
on behalf of an employee were not currently taxable to the
employee. He was taxed on his share of the plan only when
he received it.
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a retirement
plan have also been available to self-employed persons. In
that year Congress determined that these persons, too,
should be allowed a tax-shettered method of saving for
retirement. The result was H.11-10, a 1.1%, which allowed the
self-employed to make tax-deductible contributions to a
pension or profit-sharing plan.
While corporate and H.R.-10 plans covered a substantial
portion of the working population, a Large number of
workers still had no tax-sheltered means by whioth Pb sup-
plement Social Security. Recognizing that Social Security
alone is inadequate, especially in times of inflation, Congress
has now provided for Individual Retirement Accounts for .
those not covered by other plans. Amounts set aside in an
IRA may be placed in a trust or custodial account with a
financial institution such as ours. They may also be invested
in an annuity or endowment contract, or qualified retirement
bonds. •
We would like the oppottunity to discuss with you,




policies and guidelines for
grain exporters to follow.
With some exceptions, the
new law — the U. S. Grain
Standards Act of 1976 —
.,requires all grain exporters to






Grain merchants — elevator-
owners and operators
receiving official inspection or
weighing under the new law
are required to_ keep an
assortment of bus-friers'
records for five years after
service is provided.
In addition to' official in-
spection and weighing
records, the law states that
records must be maintained
for "purchases, sales, tran-
sportation, storage, weighing,
handling, treating, cleaning,
drying, blending and other
processing" of all grain
merchandised or handlfle 
during the five years.
. , Jail final rules are issued..
grain exporters will not be
expected to register. Persons
and firms receiving official
inspection or weighing ser-
vices, however, are expected
to continue their present
tetord-Iceep-Ing- -1;4=W:um
and permit Federal Grain
Inspection Service officials
access to, those records on
request.
Recommended Decision
ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA, has announced that
evidence received at a public





Marketing Service AMS set
a Feb. .24, 1977, deadline for
filing written exceptions to its
recommended decision on the
beef research and information
order. After that date, a final
decision on the beef research
and information order will be
made. If the final decision is
favorable, beef producers will
vote on the proposed program
in a national referendum.
Under the recommended
order, a Beef Board — com-
posed of producers — would
have the poWer to collect
assessments on the sale of




maintain and develop markets
for cattle, beef and beef
products. Producers not





Everythingmou need in seed is right here at your one-
stop NK Seed Center. Come on in. We'll help you tailor
your seed purchases to your crop plans We'll show you
how to make better use of those problem areas on your
farm.
Behind it all is the complete line of Northrup King
branded' seed products: alfalfa, soybeans. NK pasture
mixtures'. summer annuals, and a full line of other seed
products developed through world-wide research and
tested and proven on farms like yours
-So. stop in and see us We would like to show you how
.we can help make your farm even more productive.











program . could have their
assessment refunded by the
board.
Such a program was
authorized by the Beef
Research and Information Act
of May, 1976. .v
USDA' recamniended_l__
decision is based on evidence
received at public hearings
held during September and
October_ in Dallas,. Tex.;
PitUburgh, Pa.; Atlanta, Ga.;
,Denv,er, Colo.; San Francisco,
Calif.; and Des Moines, Iowa.
Until Feb. 24, 1977, those
interested may file exceptions
to the recommended order
and briefs in support of their
exceptions. Five copies of
such exceptions should be
submitted to the Hearing
Clerk, Room 112-A, U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250„
where they will be available'.
for public inspection.
The recommended decision
is scheduled to be published in
the Jan.' 25, 1971 :Federal
Regi§ter: Single copies of thr
recommended decision may







. The most prolific colors in • •1r.
plant kingdom are yellow and rev:
especiall ellow since it contra,t-
well against green foliage and .0
Is effective in attracting inse.i
pollinators M. hue is also ,,
common color for this reason
Blue flowers are4es.4-eoffintop
because blue is the color of the
sk 4, vs hic h flowers often nni,:
compete against for attention
and green is e on more eiusiv,
hecaii‘e green blends with tl
color. of. grass arid leaves
The rarest plant color ot Blondieis black There is a "h.lasf
pansv ta,:tually a Jeep marolir
bat it is a weak, sickly -looking _
plant and not at all popular ---
_441.4444-€.444e4—,Thr- 1, ac
flower in the world- is nov
making if', introduction as at,
indoor pliant for the ,horne
grumht IX,....1)%mxj in '4,131a,-,
where it grows in the deep shade
•of the iungles, its popular nan,t
is fiat rlower for is strik}:.g
resiarfNence to ii vampire hat
Botanically, the black Bat
Rower is know n tin Tams Chant"
rieri. Seed is easy to germinate ,r -
a temperature of 70-80"
arid the plant grows w el!
in at—TR-irk h pot so it cart rea.h
its full height of 24 oche.
prefers a shad,y, humid lovanon
and produces an intricate nowt-
. inJuding a pair of flared bla..k
petals v hich resennble the wings
of a hat Growing out from thew
arc-tong tilarisents.'"or "whisker"
up to 12 inches long, with '‘a
flowing, forked tail and hlacl,
flowers
Seed of the Bat Flower is of.
feted in the new 1977 Thompson
& Morgan seed catalog, a4w1
able free from Thompson 'A'-
Morgan, Box 24, Somerdale.
New Jersey 08083 • •
_1
Crossword Puzzler .„..., to Sahara". 1 Puuie
—1:427 SABNC10::1,(t11.etain o'n' - elt/Tniteteri.turolet: —
13 Weird -
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WE NAVE TIE BEST SELECTION BF NEW All IMO
EVIIPMENT AVAILABLE.
FOR HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS LIKE 6 ROW CORN HEADS,
COMBINES, TRACTORS, AND ESPECIALLY —
6 ROW NARROW JOHN DEERE
PLANTERS OUR SPECIALTY!
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
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HOT *SIN- The aetion-was-het-end-heavy under-the bucket. Grover Woolard goesinside for-
two points on this play and is hacked by Otis Howard of the Governors. Also under the boards for
the Governors is Colvin Garrett while Zech Blasingame (41) and Mike Muff move into position.
(Staff Photos by Mike broaden)
Goys Turn Close Game Into 90-71 Win For First Place
Time Bomb Explodes On
Racors, Lose At 'Peay
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It will take a miracle for
anyone to beat Austin Peay on
their own floor this season.
- It-would take rnorb _that a
miracle for anyone to beat
Austin Peay twice on their
own floor. And that, more than
anything else, is why nobody
from Murray State was very
upset with the Racers' 90-71
loss 4n-- Eturm- -Center at
Clarksville Saturday night.
on the road and that's exactly
----vi't,Fir-we've done so
Overton said.







e floor was 6-7 -junior for-
ward Otis Howard who
th
dawn 16-'
The most physical p
po player
and once he gets on track,
there's no way *stop him. If
he wered't so strong, you
could deny him the basket but
4_1_te:s_ so strong, he goes right
through your -difense,"
Overton said.
es, ire n nice - es trt-twe tame,
to win at Austin Peay. But, to Howard went right through ,
win -in-March-at Austin Peay the defense for offensive
would be a la Dicer. The first -Pultiacks..including one slam-
week in Match, the top four dunk rebound.
teams in . the Ohio Valley It was an enjoyable game .
Conference will -ha' -4-:16=1:-. for -fans-who like-4--itrenielY -
r-ehltr lOr-th-e-CIPC—PfTYtical-playt-Andthoug e
Tournament, with the winner Racers were beaten 49-36 on
going on to the NCAA Mideast ttie boardS, Murray State was
Regional. -- not exactly patsies under -the--
"We are where- --we . 'had -boards. - - - --
hoped to be at this point," _ Trwas also a night for the
Racer Coach Fred Overton dunk shot. Danny-Jarrett, the
said after the loss which -left 6-J1 Racer center, flew
Austin Peay with a 6-1 league through the lane over a crowd
mark and a game in front of of Governors for an im-
Murray, - -Morehead and . pressiv3 slam-donk and 6,-.9.__.
Middle T-ennessee. . Grover Woolard dunked one
We had hoped to win all of on the break. 
,
our games at home and split Austin Peay had five dunks,
Inducting three -hy- -Howard,
forward Mike-19tuff sat out,.
over 12 minutes of the first
half because of foul trouble.
He finished With 14 points in
the gamst.ss.did-4-4 forward --
Zach Blasingame. Jarrett,
who went on a- binge and
blocked two consecutive shots
early in the game, played only.
23 minutes as Overton kept
hunting for the right com-
bination. — • '
Austin Peay once led by nine
In the first half, Murray
Michigan Upset By Northwestern  
, _conference season and with
fo-ur-otour-rertiaintrig seven- -gave- -Austin ---Pea"its-
- league games at home,-wefeel Governor fans, sort of half
,. expecting a blowoat, roaredwe are in- good shape,
with every shot but eVery timeWhile Vols Blown Out By Bruins • Overton added. the Governors scored, so did
By BARRY W1LNER
AP SpertiWriter
The UCLA Bruins felt right
at home in the Atlanta Omni
Sunday. In fact, they enjoyed
Playing there _so much that
they plan to return in March.
Eighth-ranked UCLA put on
adevistating shooting display
iriliapping No. 7 Tennessee's
12-game winning streak 10189
before a national television
_audience. The next important
collegiate basketball games to
be played in the Omni are-the
NC4A semifinals late in
March,. and the 16-2.-Bruins




Hamilton's 30 points and
forward Marques Johnson's
24, including several spec-
tacular slam dunks.
Tennessee, 14-3, trailed
throughout and rallied just
once when Ernie Grunfeld's
three-point play with just
under 17 minutes left
narrowed :UCLA's lead to 56-
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger
Times by 5:30 p m. Monday -
Friday or by 3.30 p. m. on Satyr-
_ clays are urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p. m. and 6 p. rn .
Mendey-Friday, or 3,30-1. m.
and 4 p. m. Saturdays. to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p. m. week-
days or 4 p. m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
' • •
52, Bernard King had-31 points
for Tennessee and Grunfeld 23
efore -fouling out with 5:14
remaining.
While top-raaked_ __San
Francisco survived a scare by
Santa Clara before subduing
the Broncos 71-70 Saturday
night for the second time last
week, several other members
of The Associated Press Top
20 were not so lucky. The other
four _membets of the top five
all lost, although No.
Nevada-I as Vegas' 104-77
defeat by Athletes in Action
was only an exhibition game.
No. 2 Michigan was upset by
lowly (5-13) Northwestern 99-
87-, Np. t Alabama lost a key
Soutfieastern Conference
battle at home to No. 6 Ken-
tucky 87-85, and fourth-ranked
North Carolina ended an 0-2
week with an Atlantic Coast
Conference loss to No. 19
Clemson 93-73.
In other games involving the
Top 20, No. 9 Marquette
romped over DePaul 85-64;
10th-rated Wake Forest
I .• . . *




.San Francisco squeezed by_
Santa Clara on Chubby Cox'..
basket with two seconds left.
The-Lions recovered from a 16-
point second-half deficit.
Northwestern Coach Tex
Winter called the victory over
_Michigan "the sweetest win
Lye evexhad in NI chwthwil _
Kentucky edged- Alabama
as Jack Givens hit two foul
shots for an 87-83 lead and the
Wildcats withstood Keith
McCord's basket in the closing
seconds lot the Crimson Tide;
North Carolina was em-
harassed by Clemson as
Wayne "Tree", Rollins scored
15 points, grabbed 19 rehounds
and blocked eight shots.
Athletes,_,In -Action's victory
over Nevada-Las Vegas was
AIA's second triumph over a
highly ranked NCAA team this
year. Earlier. MA beat top-
rated San Francisco.
73: No. 11 Louisville took
Rhode Island 105-87; 12th-
ranked Cincinnati beat
Duquesne 83-65; Minnesota,
No. 13, beat Big Ten Con-
ference rival Ohio State 77-67;
15th-slated Arkansas defeated
Baylor 68-59; No. 16 Arizona
stopped Colorado State 77-72,
18th-ranked Purdue edged
Illinois 66-63, and No. 20
Memphis State outshot
Dayton 81-67:
No. 14 Providence was idle
and No. 17 SyracCilte's game
against La Salle was post-
poned because of heavy snow.
forced _ 21
Duquesne turnovers in its
triumph, while Minnesota
kept p2r.P in the Big Ten with
its victory over Ohio State
behind Mike Thompson's 31
points.
Arkansas remained un-
beaten in the Southwest
Conference and raised its
over-all record to 16-1 as
Marvin Delph and Sidney
_Moncrief scored 22 points
apiece.
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Ofie"by 6-7 Calvin ,Garrett and
one 1:* 6-2 guard Dennis Pagan
who has a vertical lump_ of 40
"Our -goal•-was- to - be -5-2 -at inches.
the midway point of the
- Overton had earlier said
that playing Atiotin P.eay_was. the Racers,.
Tlike "dissecting a time he bulk of the- Murray
bomb." ' _ offense carne frbm Woolard
Until the final seven who could have probablysed,
a blindfold and shot Id;minutes of the game, the
thanded _and. still hit nothing
_And the"t_ simply bkw 'but lief.
RacersL.bomb squad did well. .
Woolard fired in 24 points,Over a four-minute stretch,
the Racers_went_scoreless.and almost everything coming
Austin Peay rattled off 11 from the long range. Time and
Consecutive points to increise time again' °ohs and ahs went
utheir 66-59 lead into a 
77-59p from the crowd as Woolard
cushion. 
, kept hitting 20 and 25-footers
-For the Racers, 4Se 
with •
miracles were Over. •
_But it was the inside game
A couple of key steals during that hurt the Racers.- Junior
the streak keyed the rally for
the. Governors. And for the
final three or (our minutes, the
• -loud- Austin-Peay
section went crazy. Even
when the Racers had the ball,
the Austin Peay fans
screamed and yelled to the
point where the Racer players
probably couldn't even hear
each other.
. Perhaps as many as 2,500 of
the 9,000 fans were from
Murray. And they had no
reason to be ashamed of what
happened  -
The Racers lost to an out-
standing ballclub. Austin
Peay is 16-2 on the season,
including an 80-76 win at Oral.
Roberts. The Governors lost
early in the season to Florida
State and of course, they lost
at Morehead.
- "They- are --as good as
anyone we've -played this
year," Overton said.
"They are more physical
OTHER HAND-Mike Muff shows he can use his left hand as
well as his right hand as he putt up a shot from about eight
feet, -Under the basket set for the rebound is Grover Woolard
(10) along with Austin Peay players Norm Jackson (14), Ralph
Garner (50) and Otis Howard (45).
oink. /
SNAKE SLAMS-Grover "Snake" Woolard goes in on a fast.
break for a slam-dunk shot. Woolard hod perhaps his best _
game of his career as he threw in 24 points in a super per-
formance.
(Stet Pitetes by Mike Ifiesion)
in the first half before Skeeter
Wilson hit,on .a rebound just
before the buzzer to niake it a
45-30 game at intermission.
the-_-,-4aeolw_k7lbalf_,_-_ -the
Governors' lead stayed bet-
ween five and nine until .they
began their streak of 11
consecutive points with just
over seven minutes left in the
game. • ],
Blurt-Ay 11'33-of 76 from the
field or a .434 mark in the
game while the Governors hit
on 40 of 77 fore mark of .519.
Both teams had only 13 tor-
foyers.
me-ther ,
were a first half, club and
didn't play that well in the
seCond tad," Overton said.
t_ "That certainly wasn't the
case. We put up some shots
that we' Shouldn't have taken.
And we didn't check the
boards. We let-them pour in
there like water.
don't -
our league can corm in here
and win," Overton said.
"It's really ridiculous ,to
have the conference tour-
lia_fnellt_deWnhere...1,1 Western
-or Eastern isn't- in,the final 
four, . then the ' tournament
should be filayed there. It's
really not fair," he added.
Austin Peay coach-take
--Kelly 'said his club is 'begin-
ning to peak.
'We've chatted-our style of
play. It's taken everyone some
time to adjust. We just don't
come down anymore and
bomb from,all four corners,"
Kelly said it's a close match
between Murray and Middle
as to which team is the second
best in the league.
Austin Peay will visit Old
Dominion tonight then resume
league play Saturday by
hosting Morehead. ,
The pacers, 5-2 in the
leaugue and 13-5 overall, will
be_iclle until they host Eastern_
Kentucky Saturday:
r pf tp
Howard 13-22 54 1 2 31
Garrett 7-14 3-4.1 1 17
Garner  6-10 2-3- 1 1 14
Jackson 34 0-0 3 .:41
-Mason 1-4 0-0 0 2
Pagan 7-15 - .,Y.j.a-li-
Greene 0-0 0-0 0 0
Randall 2-3 0-0 0 4
Epley . 0-0 0-0 1 0
Mayo  1-1 . 0-0 1 2
Beal  0.1 04 0 0
Totals --40-fl-----l0-l3 4 11 90
Murray State 38 33 71
Austin Peay 45 45 90
-
• fg-fga ft-fta rb p1 tp
Muff' 7-15 0-0 5 414
Jarrett 24 0-0 5 2 I
Warren 24 I-2 2 0 5
Woolard  12-21 0-0 2 3 24
Barber 0-2 4-4
Randall  1-7 ,04 11 3 2
Wilson 2-3 '0-0 2 1 4
Totals _ 33-76).4., 3.6 15 71
ill116;Pasy
frtgat ft-ft+
00CK EM our Jo
it
'mouth of the mississippi'
along with a special guest
west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
thursday / 3 february 1977 -/ 7:30 p.m.
advance general admission: $3 advance student
admission: $2 all tickets at the door on, day of show: $4
ticket may be purchased At the West kentucky livestock and
exposition center , college farm road, Roses Dept. Store and
.Stokes Impliment Co.
for, adgoionai ticket intormatiOn, write or call_ ,west kentucky livestock and exposition center,• ,...morrev- state univefsity, murray, kentucky 4207'1. phone (502) 753-8890
‘1.
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FLYING MAGIC-Lindsey "Magic" Hudspeth goes inside'for
reverse shot While Jimmy tomb pH j. of the takers goes high
in the air for the rebound. Others include Glen Olive (33), Tom-
my Futrell (23) and Raymond Sims (10).
Tiger Boys Romp
By Lakers 85-66
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The dust had hardly settled
following a superb girls
basketball zame in the-
Murray State Sports Arena
Saturday when the battle lines
'were drawn for a varsity clash
between the Murray High
Tigers and the Calloway
County Lakers.
Filniore, the swamp rat4
was there. The Tiger was
there and so were about half of
the people in the county. -
On tap was the second
meeting between these two
teams that have been playing
super basketball lately and
recent wins (both teams Won,
gamest played -T_Upday)-1.
poisitict-ito-the fad that the
teams would be "up" for what
many folks around these parts
consider to be "the" game, or
games, of the year. To put it
simply there is a certain
"rivalry" between the Tigers
and Lakers.
Saturday was not to be the
Lakers' night as Itie...TigerS.
still smarting from a loss to
unranked Fulton County last
week, played inspired
basketball and came away
with a convincing 85-66 victory
to record their ninth win in 11
starts this season. ,
The Tigers were just
"unreal" SaturdaY night.
Ti er Girls Manage To
Ease Past Lakers 38-36
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
- Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Wow! Now if you think that
this is a strange way to begin a
sports story then you ob-
viously weren't in the Murray
State Sports Arena Saturday
  night as- the lady Tigers of
Murray High squared off
against the lady Lakers of
Calloway County High in what
proved to be one of the best
-basketball games. that has
been played around here all
year.
The game had everything. It
was -a cliff-hanger, a barn-
burner and -Tater Day rolled
into one as the Tigers slipped
by the Lakers, 38-36, with the
outcome in doubt with five
seconds left in regulation
time  
"I believe that both teams
played the best basketball
game that they were capable
of playing here tonight,"
Laker coach Marianne Davis
said. "It simply came down to
the fact that the team having
EASY TWO-Susie Imes (11) of the takers drives for on easy
two off the break while hint Washer (13) of the Tigers defen-
ds. The win by the Tiger girls avenges on earlier loss to
Calloway.








•HANG TEN•ORIENT EXPRESS•MAD MAN
•MALE•JANDY•ELDERADO•FAnFo GLORY
Mr. J's of Benton
Your Complete Men's Store
10-9 Mon.-1-5 Sun,
Jerry Key, Owner
-  Hwy. 641 Benton, Ky.
527-1962
Benton Shopping Plaza
the ball last was going to win
and that's just exactly what
happened. I'm really proud of
the way our girls played and
that they stayed in there until
the last second."
Things really got off to a
slow start; at least ,for
Murray. The super-
aggressive, and very fast,
Laker team put the heat on the
Tigers from the opening
moments of the contest.
Felecia Pinner got things
rolling with a five-footer in the
early moments and went to
the line for a three point play.
It seemed that someone lit
the Laker fuse well before
game time and the rocket was
blasting up and down the floor
as the lady Lakers outscored
the Tigers 9-2 when Murray
called a timeout with 3:29 left
in the first quarter.
"We got off to a slow start
tonight," Tiger coach Jane
Fitch said. "Calloway took
away our inside game from
the beginning and how about
that outside shooting? When a
team has the ability- to hit
'from 15 to 20 feet out you can
get in trouble in a hurry. We
knew we had to settle down
and play our game'.
Yes sir, the Lakers were
hitting from everywhere but
the outside shooting of Susie
Imes, Rose Ross, and
"Critter" McKenzie was truly
spectacular.
First quarter action ended
with the Lakers sitting on an
11-4 lead and there wasn't
about to be a let-up as the
action came fast and furious
in the second quarter.
_ .Murray carne back _fast in
e-'th --iecond' quarter as the
Tiger woke up, stretched and
rernembered that it had claws
hidden in its soft paws.
In the first five minutes and ,
41 seconds the lady Tigers
outscored the Lakers 9-0 and
with 2:19 left in the second
quarter the score was tied at
13 all.
Mary Arui Littleton started
the Tiger barrage as she hit a
12-footer. Tammy Boone
answered the challenge and
nailed one from 15 feet
followed by a steal, a break-
away layup and a three-point
play.
More action came fast as
Rose Ross folind her spot and
blasted the net !min 20 feet out
and nearly jumped that high
off the floor as the ball hit
nothing but the strings.
• The weather outside may
1,4ve been cold but the action
inside was as hot as a side-
order of Mexican chili pep-
pers! What a game!
With seconds left on the
clock there was a little "ac-
tion" under the Murray basket
as tempers flared. The game
was quickly resumed with the
play even more intense and
physical,
"‘Our girls really got fired
up in the second quarter,"
Coach Fitch said. "We knew
that we would have to. play
hard to stay in the game and
our kids were equal to the
challenge. Everyone just
played hard."
AS the clock wound doteii to
23 seconds, Denise Bumphis
slipped in under the basket
and tied thegame at 15-15. The
lead quickly returned to the
Lakers when Marilyn
McKenzie got loose and put in
two more from 10 feet and the
lady Lakers took a two-point
lead into the dressing, room at
the half.
Miller said. "Our kids. played by Hudspeth and a layup for
well as a team and that is what two more points.
it takes to Win. We came to First quarter action ended
play a tough, physical game with the Tigers up by six at 16-
and the kids proved that they 10
were equal to the_lask.- In the second quarter .the
'With the _game_ _underway, Tigers quickly -tallied seven
Frank Gilliam drew first unanswered points and the
blood with two-pi:Ants on a lay- lead was 13 points'ilt 73-TO with
up and Murray held the lead 4:49 to go.
until Mike Wells put the Throughout the second
Lakers on the board with ,one quarter the Tigers were all
of his beautiful 20-foot jum- over the boards. ripping down
rS. Moments later Glen rebounds, following shots,
!alive got in close and put in blopking shots . and just
They obviously _wanted to-put--two-rnore and the lead went -ilayingsuperhasketball While
Calloway away and they did it --hiCk to-Calro-way. maintaining at least a 10 point
with almost scary defter- Brett Harcourt made short lead. • - • - -
mination. This was not _the work of the Calloway lead with Just don't get the idea that
same Tiger team that traveled- tr-- 20-tooter—dr hii own. the Lakers were out of the
to Fulton County and got beat.. Calloway_ called a tirneout game„_really out of
Murray played', BASKET with the se•ei:e knotted at. 4-4 any-time uiitil the finalhorn.
BALL! And there- just isn't and 4:28 left-in-the-quarter.' "We -had-it--:-toulth--time
any other was to put it. pulling away from them,"
'We were ready to play Following the timeout Mike said Cary Miller. "But-we also-
tonight," Tiger coach Cary Wells found his spot and went had a tough time keeping
up for what could have been awl-I-from them once we had
his sixth point of the night if established the lead. Calloway
Lindsey Hudspeth hadn't gone is simply not a team that gives_
,up with him and cleanly up and they proved it here
- blocked the ball into the nickel tonikht."
seats. Whafa block! With that After going to the locker
play the Tigers served notice room at the half with a ten-
that the game was man-to- pent lead at .4-24, Murray got
man and it was onT - the -uneasy reeling like when
Now Mike Wells isn't to be the wolf is at the door. as
denied and very shortly he Tommy Futrell got - things
was back up the court for rolling in the third quarter
another blast from 20 feet and-- with a laYlm for two points
this time it _went. Calloway The Tiger lead • was down to
owned the lead on& again and eight. .
for the last time in the game. But the Tigers stormed back
Gilliam - nailed another with eight more points and the
basket and the score was tied •lead swelled to 42-26 in favor of
at six all. At this _point it Murray. _Second haltleti"Invved to—looked like It Weaild be a close The Lakers found them-
_ ,
be just as exciting as the first game. Along about this point, selves down by 16 but still nothalf -The lady Tigers ripped -with 450 left, the Tiger woke out of it.off sit quick points to go up by 
During one fast and furious
three, 21-18, with Marlene t:38- -siren in The . third
Farrell nailing two from,. the Lindse% y Hudspeth, better quarter both teams scored a
charity stripe and consecutive known as "magic," stole the ciinbined 21 points ana still
baskets by Krista Russell on a ball and drove down for a the Tigers held a 13-point
10-foot jumper and a layup. layup and that was the end of advantage with 1:10 left in the
Calloway called a -timeout the, tip_
quarter. Now- that's action-
with 4:33 showing to talk Tiger* determination was folks!
things over. beginning to show on the Murray's Andrea Perry and
Minutes later, with five boards. At both ends of the the Lakers' Tommy Futrell
straight points, the Lakers court it came obvious_ that and Mike Wells were largely
Murray was really ready to go responsible for the barrage of
inside and pull down just points late in the quarter. It
about anything that was loose, was great to watch!
Laker coach KoberL_Slone_______The _end of the third quarter
said, "quite a bit has been -said found the Tiger lead cut to
about how these two teams' nine and the Lakers well
match up physically. We do within striking clistance.
match up pretty well as far as Once again the Tigers
height goes but .these Murray rallied and ,caine away with
players are' really -phys-lcalr---- eVittnore pouts against none -
They simply had the muscle to for Calloway to get the fourth
cut us off inside and on the quarter off to a start. Midway
boards, we were just shut off." through the quarter Murray
led by 17 at 69-5--with four
One of the best matchupa in - minutes left in the game.
the game quickly came to Further action in the fourth
light as, with three minutes quarter proved that Murray
were back in the lead at 23-21.
Marlene Farrell made short
work of the Laker lead with a
bucket from 15 feet and the
score was tied again.
Third quarter action ended
with the score 25-2, and a
million goose bumps scattered
throughout the crowd which
increased-ateadily during the
game. It was an eager crowd
which showed its appreciation
for the fantastic game they
were privileged to witness.
The momentum never let up
as the Tigers pushed out to a
five-point lead with 5:12 left in
the fourth quarter at 32-27 but left, Raymond Sims got off one
it didn't hold up. of -his-tombs from- left field
Talk about going down to the and he was quickly answered
wire! 1:36 showed on the clock by his Calloway counterpart
and the score was tied at 36-36, Tommy Futrell and another
the crowd was roaring and it Laker score.
was uncertain what could In less than a minute' Sims
possibly happen next. was back at the basket with a
Denise Bumphis drew a foul
with 20 seconds-to go and she
went to the line and nailed
both shots putting Murray up
by two but it still wasn't over!
A turnover on a walking call
gave the Lakers the ball
outside on their end with just
five seconds left! On the in-
bounds play, Tammy Boone
stole the ball and the race was
on to the Tiger basket when
the horn went off!
What a game! No two teams-
have ever played better
basketball, provided their
fans with more action or
shown better that girls'
basketball is here to stay than
theti two fine teams did
Saturday night.
Coach Fitch said it best,
"We 'really sweated this one
out and lam truly proud of our'
kids. They played a really fine
team and came out ahead."
With the win the Tigers are
4-2 for .the season while the
Lakers are 6-5 on the season.
The Tigers move on to
further action tonight at
Mayfield. Calloway plays at
Fulton County an TuegaaY-
Gith Game
Callksway
fg ft pf tp
Ross 2 0 4 4
Imes 4 0 4 8
Pinner 4 4 3 ,12
M_ McKenzie  2 3 0 7
C. McKenzie 2 1 2 5
Wyatt 0 0 1 ' 0
Totals_ _14 0_14 X
Mowry
f8 P6 61)
Boone 3 3 4 _
Littleton 1 0-- 3 •
Burnplits 3 2 3
Farrell 2 2 1 6
Washer I 3. 2 5
Ruas141 -s 6
Williams 1 0 0 2
Simmons iiro  solo
Tbtals 14 10 14 30
Murray. 11 7 7 11-3e
Calloway 4 11 10 13-36
•






















& D. 13ody Shop  
Don's Auto Repair 31
Carlos Black Jr. Painting 20
High Team G,arne ;SC
Ciairford'sShell 
Key Used Cars 
had.finally put the game out of
reach and the Tigers walked
away with the win, 85-4ll6.
layup only to watch,. moments Murray put, on was un-
later, when Tommy Futrell believable. They played a
did it from 20 again. Not super game and just didn't
wanting to be caught short, seem-to be the same team that
Sims put up another from 12 we played before. I was really
followed by another 'rebound disappointed in our per-
' formance here tonight.* Our
scoring will show that we were
effectively cut off."
Cary . Miller praised his
team for 'the total tiain effort
that they put up against
Calloway, "we have great
teamwork on this club and at
least seven people that can do



















Carlos Black Jr. Painting 
Crawhird's Shell
SINS FOR TWO-Senior guard Raymond Sims (10) of the
Tigers pumps in two of his 19 points from the long ranage while
four takers watch the action_ The Laker:, from left to right,
are Glen Olive, Jimmy Lamb, Tommy Futrell and Mike Wells.
THE BASELINE GIRL-Tommy Boone of the Tigers goes
baseline and inside while Critter McKenzie defends. Others in
the picture include Denise Bumphis (S), Knits Rilssell (30),
Marilyn McKenzie (21) and Felicia Pinner (10). •
(sun Photos by harry Draw)
San Diego Open Scoreboard
By The Associated Press
—SAN DIEGO- fAP# Fina4
Haas. $6,480
87i.73-68-68-276
Lon Hinkle, $5,535scores and money-winnings
Sunday in the $180,000 Andy . . 66-67-73-71-277
Williams-Sati Diego Open Golf Andy Bean, 85,535 -
Tournament on the 7,047 yard, 6849-7248-277
Lan-y Ziegler, $3,990 ._par 72 South course at the Tor-
rey Pines Golf Club:
Miller 'Barb; $'368,9940541:71 -278Tom Watson, $36,000
66-67-67-69--269' 68-68-71-71 - 278
Larry Nelson, $16,650 • George Arcier, $3,990
6849-6849-274
, George Burns, $36,990949-7148-278John Sctroecler, $16,650
68-69:70-67-274 68-71-73-66 278
wasn't ready for the 'game, we 
Jerry McGee. $11,4764146.6a. -275 - Bob Murphy, $3,990
67-66-69-73- 275 ' • . . 68-68-74-68-278
Calloway coach Robert ,
Slone said, "our team just Bob Shearer, $8,460 Rod Funseth, $3.990
71-68-72-67-278
seemed to be confused at 
times and the pressure that .
•
1 Siesta and Fiesta in Florida





Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
They are playing well together It will be o le all the hay • 
!ets.t.ire), or spirited to suit
and that is really important if
you are going to get the kind of
teamwork that we had here_
is tonight. There is no star on
this team, all-of-these kids areSad
615 of equal importance."
 l°36 Miller 'continued,' "we I
766 played tonight like a team-is
796
Shoemaker Seed Co nis supposed to play, we , really
_ High Team Series ISC) ,. 'played .baskethall -and that- is -
Key Used Cars ,  1720
Craarford's Shell  1701 what it is all about!"
Dort's Auto Repair  1625 Murray plays Cairo here
High Team Series (HO 
77 
Tuesday , while Calloway
Carlos Black Jr Painting .. .. 22 
Crawfprd's Shell 2123 travels to Fulton County..
Keytiled Cars 2212
High Ind. Garne (SC









• High Ind. Series (SC
Lois Smith 
' IX - Boys &awe '
185 l Murray
 135 1g It al _ tp
in - -Sirnit . 9' 1 ls 3 19
179 • Mcliugh I o 3 2
Gilliam, . 7 1 2 15
732 Hudspeth -* 4 i 2 4 TO
225 Richardson 1 2 1 . 4 ,
223 - Perry, A . 11 3 3 25
Harcourt, Ed . 1 0 1 ' 1506 
501 Thurman 1 o 0 2
Jeanette Williams 494 Harcourt. B 2 2 3 in
- Totals , - - 37 ;.36-a
eso , Caillev;av
800 fg ft pf, tp
592 Olive • 3. 0 2, 6
lamb 0 0 4 0
166 Wells 10 3 5 23
,164., Futrell 10 12 ii 32
''" 24cCalloa ..... - ' 4 0 4- 0
• ' :151 Dikrneu . 0 3 2 3,.
150 Lockhart . 1 0 0 2
, 148 Garland.. 0 0 I 0  147
147 Totals 21 18 19 66
147 Murray 16 18 25 30 85




your mood crystal clear Olympic size pool,with higti-dive
for pros' kiddy pool and play-area game room
shuffleboard-, aceanfrcnt dining room -cocktal.
plus many nearby attractions—,
oNLq7oMINUfES TO DISNEY WORLD
The.subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the ir
decor .1/Drury units, fully equipped efficiencies,
..prwate balconies color iv Expertly managed by VaCatiT-,-,
vetecans toglve our..guesLt the best of care.
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Sports 7 53-19 18




on and the Business
Office - may be
reached on 7 53-
1916and 753-19/7
IMP 
DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is rtit a recor-












you to bring your
Volkswagon. Porsche,







Barber Shop. 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
Appointment at







For Only A Dollar
...And ThafIncludes
Coffee And Tax! 
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.




























Revenue will conduct an
examination for can-
didates for the office of
property valuation ad-
ministrator in the coun-














bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
Reduce safe & fast with
&Giese Tablets 1, E-Vap
-water pills'' Holland Drug,
109 S. 4th, Murray.
5 lost And Found
LOST CHAIN saw near









WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-









hours: 10:00 a. m. to
3:00.p. m. in TV &
Stereo Store. Familiar
with music. Write P.




to fashion is expanding
in your area. , Need
counselors and




Call 901-885-9150 or 885-
1289.
NEED BODY MAN.
Experienced in all round




benefits. Will help man
relocate references.
Salary based on ex-
perience. East Side
Paint and Body Shop, P.













day., for a 2 year old.
Call 753-867,5 anytime.
$100.00 and more weekly
possible working Part




King, Bo i 233 VM
Mantua, N. J. 08051.
NEED AVER SCHOOL
care for first grade girl.
2:30-5:00 M-F. Must




• DETAILER. Immediate --
opening for responsible
qualified draftsman-
detailer with minimum 3
















NEED ONE OR two
tobacco strippers for












past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make






14 Want To But
COINS AMERICAN and





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.




















assorted sizes. Will cut
steel, brick, cement
blocks, all kinds of light
metals and almost
anything else. Can be




tapes for water lines.
Fire alarms for homes. ;










lumber I" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also





carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again




Hickory and oak. Call
Jim Rock Hudson, 437-
4481.
FOR SALE: 870 mag two




camper top, long wheel
base, $200. 10 x 10 Hi-
Low shag" carpet and
pad, $100. Antique brass




sizes, all densities. Cut
to Drur specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203. Story
Avenue. 753-6767








KING SIZE water bed
with pedestal frame,
new. Still under




500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359.
ELECTROLUX SALES




NEED GRAIN BINS, a




Products' has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FOR SALE - fiberglass
jon boat with sails and
rigging for fishing or
sailing, $200. Fireplace
mantle, $25. One ton





Players, $500. Five foot
Grand, $750. Upright,
















& Pest Control100 South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM' MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.















buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
26 TV Radio
TV SALE:' Drive to cuba
and save. We have the






27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 60 trailer for
sale. Also one trailer for
rent. Call 753-3473.
12 x 60 fully furnished and
carpeted. Extras. Call
753-5807.
29 Wade Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Excellent con-
dition. Electric. $80 for
single, 885 for couple.
Call 753-8216. ,
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South'13th.
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
Month. Near campus.






month. All utilities plus







Central heat and air.








33. Rooms For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
room. Can be seen 300
Woodlawn.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE for
rent. Available
February 7.- Call - 753-
4726.






for rent on Ryan
Avenue, Call 753-7567.
YOUNG LADY sill share
3 bedroom house with I
or 2 people. call 753-
4091.
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store_tpilcling on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
,2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
38 Pets - Supplies
REGISTERED
LABRADOR, 3 years
old. $50. Call 489-2364.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE
puppies, show and pet
qualities. Champion








TWO ACRES OF land







division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2 car garage and
many extras. This home
has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an ap-
pointment to view this
home. Koppernd Realty,
753-1222.
FOR SALE. Near Lynn
Grove. Good 3 bedroom .
home on two acres. Twci
baths, two fireplaces,
carpet, good well. Large
storage building.
Concrete floor. Three
stall toot shed. Paved
road. Only $25,000. Good
28 x 60 ft. business
building on Highway 94
East, liz lot. 470 ft.
frontage. Ideal for most
any type business. Has
good well and mobile
home 'hookup. Give us a
bid': 'Galloway Realty,
505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-
5842. ..
810 BROAD STREET -
Three bedroom, 242 bath
brick with central gas
heat, central electric
air, carport, fenced
backyard, wall to wall
carpeting, kitchen built-
ins. Beautifully land-
scaped yard has many
trees and shrubs. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
'Real Estate.
COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
-arid sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air;'
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.





bedroom, lit bath home
near Murray High
School. Home is ex-
tremely neat and nicely
decorated, has central




REALTY, at 753-1222 for
more information on




homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE an out of state
client wanting a house
with one or two acres
between Murray and
Mayfield. Also Client
has asked us to locate
acreage east of Murray
preferably with pines.
Call us now at 753-1492
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
TWO TO FOUR acres for
sale in a wooded area.
Near Coldwater on
Highway 1636. Call 489-
2651.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,




RUN and play on 142
acres while you toast
your feet in front of your
own fireplacit. Unique L












house in Center Ridge
Subdivision on Ky.
Lake. Includes 12 x 26
styrofoam boat dock,
fabulous 12 x 12 tree
house with large deck
that has panoramic view
of lake. Call Pat Mobley
or Geneva Giles at
Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate, 7534451 for
appointment.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511061








BY OWNER - 406 Sixth 6th
Street. Brick, 2'n baths. Up-
stairs -3 bedrooms, storage-
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living room. den, Int-
chen and dining room.
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gas log Large full basement
- carpeted, kt bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sunk.
shower. Double car garage
with extra room in back,
completely insulated.
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding_ fruit








Jim Adams Food Liners










Buy now and pick your
carpet and wall paper.
For further information,
call 753-3903.
BIG HOUSE for family,







Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 MARK IV. Red with
white top. $54951 Call.
7534445.





truck. Runs good. Call
492-8322.
49 Used Cars &
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door, hardtop, AM-FM
stereo, tilt, cruise,








diesel engine, 10 speed r.
r. transmission. Tan-
dem axle. Engine and
transmission like new.
Looks good. ;3500 or
trade. Call 436-5353.
1972 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylinder with air. 1966
Pontiac Bonneville with
air and power. May be
seen at Murray Muffler






white. Bought new in




air, bucket seats, AM- .
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
MURRAY
ELECTRONICS & SECURITY
If It's Electronic We'll Service It
TV's, Radios, Stereos, C.B. Bodies serviced.
Firs IL Socerity Eqvipment Installed.
603 South 416 Street Eddy Williams
Phone 753-3436 lawis Andrews
Annual Camper &
Travel Trailer Show




through Sunday, February 6
From 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
at the
Paducah Mall, Paducah, Ky.
NOTICE TO TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS
IN
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
As a result of an increase of local calling scope in
the Murray, Kentucky exchange and in accordance
with the statewide rate schedule approved by the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, the South
Central Bell Telephone Company will put into effect
the following rates for local exchange telephone ser-
vice to be effective with the billing date on and after
February 4,1977,
These rates are subject to applicable Federal and




Business 15_10 11.31 980 7.54
Residence 6.05 4.54 394 3.94
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
LET'S TAKE A GOOD
LOOK AT EACH OTHER...
Or*
kW*
We know a young man lust out of school has more
on his mind than lust a lob these days. He's con-
cerned about his world._He's looking at the future:4
And he's looking for a way to do something about
it. We're looking at the future, too. In fact we're
dedicated to it. And-we're looking for people who
feel the same way. You see, there's more to the
Air Fore! than good pay and guaranteed skill
training. There's ,also the satisfaction of doing some-
thing worthwhile and important. But that's some•
Thing you'll have to decide for yourself. Its easy
to get the facts and there's no obligation The
attached coupon will get you the name and address
of your nearesti Air Force Recruiter. Go ahead .










Phone Date of birth
Hi gt  School
Zip
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49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 LTD BROUGHAM, 4
door hardtop. Many
extras. 30,000 actual

















chain, etc. Top condition
mechanically. Ready
for another 60,000 miles
trouble free tran-
sportation. Book value,
$875. First $825 takes it.






vinyl roof, one owner.
Call 753-6534.
1976 GMC 3/4 TON. Heavy




1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 3,4




49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have . 1958
Ed,sel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
RESTORED 1966 Buick
WildCat. May be seen at
Proctor Repair Service,
641 South. Call 753-2574.
1967 PONTIAC Bon-
neville, block busted.. I
think. $90.00. Can see at




body work. $900. Call
753-1364'after 5.,
1974 VEGA GT, air












van, mag wheels, 8




555 acres more or less, approx. 100 acres open, fenced
and cross-fenced, ponds, 3 barns, grain bins, two houses,
each features 3 bedrooms, kitchen, bath, etc-, two 18 x 60,
silos, equipment shed. Terms and financing available. A
pleasure to show. Allow us to show you_this farm. We are
equipped with four-wheel drike vehicles for your con-
venience. Priced at S280,000.00. located in Henry Coun-







"WE'RE APPROACHING LAND. WE'RE
















SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for,























will pick up information
, needed at your home
and return completed
form to you. Call Jim












Don 753-9268 or 753-8046
ti11.4 p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING





by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor







struction Co., Route 2;
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.










, This alphabetised pate will run weekls -- clip it from 00












































































































Neese, perdue, ors., sewer,
power or control* tools old
sic.
753-5703
802 N. 18th StreetMurray.
Taber's Body
- Shop










of electric _heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps. water
heaters and wiruig. 30
Years experience Call
436-5676.
WILL DO inside or oilt=.




' TRICIAN 'end gas in-
stallation.' will do
phimbing, heating and













and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete












rates. Hour or contract.
Call 753-0391.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
TRASH SERVICE.
Garages clean( ,1 Trash
hauled off. Wirehouses,
barns, etc. Cali 767-2353%
SALE: KIRRYrCarpet
Care. Steam clean one
room a,t/d cents per sq.
ft. and We will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
' 10. A 10' x 10' room




carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




_replacement 'or homes -







bank gravel Call 436-
=6.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal








ficient service. NO job




work needs call John
• Lane. Phone 7534669 or
436-2586.
54. Free Column
THREE MALE AND 2
female black puppies.
Part Labrador. Call 753-
3453 or 753-9846.
THREE HALF GROWN
male cats, 2 are Persian. 
and1 short haired. All  
have had distemper
shot. Call 753-3994 after
4:30.
V.
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "1 Love You ?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and hest wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write your message.
r
To Mom and Dad ...
We couldn't hoe* picked a
nicer poir of parents in the











making Science fun to learn




To My Wife, Ann ...
After 15 wonderful years
of marriage, I'm still head-






To Jane - I wont you to,
Any Valentine, and I wort r




The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a-personalized Valentine Card to
Y our Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES:
Dear Jimmy (Peter) I lov•
you more than words con
•xaress I hop* we will el
sways be together to share
the good and she bod Love
always. Sue (Chuck) P.5
Warner loves you loot,
YVANZA Happy %felon
tines Day to the sweetest
and most loving w.fe and
mother We lov• you Larry
and Chad


















City  ,Staie 
Zip    Ph o n e 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.
monallnew
1
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Deaths and Funerals
Vernon Hale Dies Mrs. Dean Austin
At Hospital With Dies At Her Home
Funeral Here Today
Vernon Hale, retired
businessman of Murray, died
Saturday at 5:50 p; m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 81 years of
age.
Mr. Hale retired in January'
196.7 after working for fifty-
three years in the dry goods,
Vernon Hale
clothing, and general mer-
chandise business in the same
location on the court square.
He first started working as a
clerk and then became a
partner with his father, the
late 0. T. Hale.
Upon retirement of his
father, the business which had
been started by his grand-
father, the late Nathan Hale,
was purchased by Crawford
Gatlin, Inc. Ale Murray man
served as manager for
Crawford Gatlin. and con-
tinued as.manager after it was
purchased by the National
Stores, Inc., until his
retirement.
Mr. Hale was a life long
member of the First Christian
Church, and had been a
member of the Murray Rotary
Club. He served on the Murray
City School Board from 1930-
1942, the Murray City Council
from 1943-1954, and the
nurray Electrit'Powet Board
from 1947-1954.
The deceased was born
November 13, 1895, in Murray
and wasthe son of-the late 0.
T. Hale and Ruth Gibson Hale.
He was married in December
1915 to the former Elizabeth
Higgins, who survives.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Hale, 713 Olive Street,
Murray; one son, Solon G.
Hale, Murray - Route Three;
two half sisters, Mrs. Ruby
Jane Skillin and Mrs. Marion
Bradley, Sarasota, Fla.;' six
grandchildren, Diane Hale,
Hale,--Van Hale; John 
Hale, Eddie Hudgins, and
Mrs. Susan Hopkins; three
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
today at three p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos and the
Rev. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., will be soloist with Mrs.
Mary Farmer as pianist.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Billy Clark, Ronald
Churchill, E. W. Riley, Cliff
Cochran, Henry Fulton, Loren
Adams, Albert (Took) Wilson,
and Dr. James C. Hart. Burial
will be in the Murray' City
Cemetery.
The, family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Calloway County Cancer Fund
or the Calloway County Heart-
-Fund.
Mrs. Jack ( Dean Grant)
Austin of 102 South Fifteenth
Street, Murray, died about
noon Sunday at her home. She
was 49 years of age, and was
born May 16, 1927, the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Grant.
Survivors include her
husband, Jack Austin, and two
sons, Doug and Grant Austin,
102 South Fifteenth Street,
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Kelly (Frances) Fitzgerald,
Baton Rouge, La., Mrs.
Virginia Barfield, Richland,
Ga., and Mrs. Max H. (Mary
Ann) Churchill, Jr., Belleville,
III.; two brothers, Perry
Grant, West Covina, Calif.,




but will be directed by the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
L B. Brandon Is
Dead At Age 83;
Funeral Tuesday
E. B. Brandon died Sunday
at 2:45 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 83
years of age and a life long
resident of Calloway County.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and formerly operated
a grocery store in Murray. He
was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Born
June 15, 1893, in Calloway
Cowity,-he was the son of the
late John Brandon and Molly
Jones Brandon.
Mr. Brandon was married
January 26, 1917, to the former
Ruby Warford and she
preceded him in death on
April 11, 1974. One son, Earl
Brandon, died in September
1951.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Roy ( Eva
Jena) Wilson, Broken Arrow,
Oklai-, - -and - , Mrs. , Ed
(Geraldine) Kendrick, Dallas,
Texas; three sons, John
Brandon and wife, Helen,
Murray Route -Three, -G. T..
Brandon and wife, Beauton,
and Howard Brandon and
wife, Ruth, all of Murray
Route Four; .daughter,in,law,
Mrs. Lottie Brandon, 722
Sycamore Street, Murray;
one brother, Isaac Brandon,
Almo Route One; --fifteen
grandchildren; fifteen great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
..chapel.of_the Blalock-Coleman
—rimer I lizinIFIVIth The ReV.
C. C. Brasher and the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating. The
song service will be by the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Choir with Mrs. Bobbie
Burkeen as pianist.
Pallbearers will be Randy,
Roger, Billy Earl, Tommy,
and Gene Brandon, and Ben
Kendrick, all grandsons.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
NURSES MEET
Unit 1 of District 17 of the
KSA:LPN will meet Tuesday,
February 1, at 7:00 p.m. at the
conference room of the
Murray-Calloway County
-Hospital.
In viewing T. V. contest shows, one usually hears
contestants asked, "Where are you from" Invariably,
you sense a pride in the person's reply when the town is
mentioned. The contestants are mostly ordinary
people; no spellbindereno do-gooder, no politician. It is
this sort of civic loyalty and pride that has helped
America become big arAstrong...and envied.
In our American wa*Y oflife, we take many things for
granted - including our home toWn.- Maybe once in a
while we ought to adopt and dedicate ourselves to a
personal creed, somewhat along these lines —
This is my home town. My home is here. My
business or work is here. It is where my vote is cast;
where my children are educated; where my neighbors
dviell; where my life is centered; My town is entitled to
my citizenship; not my partisanship. It is entitled to
my friendship, not my dissensions; my sympathy, not
my indifference. It supplies me with itroction, trad_e_
friends, education, friendly and reliab, merchants,
schools -and churchert It has done some things better
than others. The best things I should seek to make bet-
ter, the worst things I should help to suppreat. My town
supports me. My town, including the merchants that
help support my town, are entitled in turn to my sup-
port and loyalty."...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
-403 coo* lrit
753-2411
HIGH NOON IT AIN'T — Camera exposures lg minutes apart
show course of sun on Christmas day in Fairbanks, Alaska
- WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter today sent to
Congress his $31.2-billion jobs
and tax-cut program featuring
a $50 tax rebate for most
Americans. He declared that
the two-year Proposal "will
set the stage for substantial
growth in the years ahead."
The program embodies his
campaign pledge to try to put
new zip in the economy by
cutting unemployment while
fending off inflation.
The tax rebate and
reduction portions would put
$11.4 billion into taxpayers'
hands this year and would
save individuals and business
another $10.6 billion over the
next two years.
The jobs part of his two-year
program includes $4 billion for
additional emergency- public
works, another 415,000 public
service jobs, and various
training programs including
ones targeted at youth and.
Vietham war veterans.
Carter said in a statement
that "our program only
promises what can
realistically be done."„
In an apparent allusion to
calls from organized labor and
other groups for more spen-
ding for jobs, Carter said, "We
' By The AsseciatedPress
Millions of children and
adults stayed home today in
the East and Midwest —
maybe the only place many of
them--ef4d lted-warmth- as a 
severe winter chill cut deep
-into the supply of natural gas.
At least 54 persons have died
from weather-related causes.
Strict orders for lowering
the consumption of gas have
done some good, the Federal
Power Commission said, but
that brought layoffs of at least
1.5 million and closed
thousands of businesses and
schools. •
At least 11 states instituted
emergency plans to deal with
the fuel shortage and that
apparently lessened the
chance that fuel problems
would lead to cutbacks in
home heating. Four major
natural gas pipelines said
Sunday their supplies were
beginning to increase.
But to preserve what
natural gas was available in
the Northeast and Midwest,
states ordered nonessential
businesses closed. More than
one million persons were laid
off in Ohio alone.
New York and Pennsylvania
were among states that closed
some schools.
The natural gas shortage
resulted from the brutally cold
winter that increased+
demand: The winter has been
so cold that in Detroit, for
example, the temperature
hasn't been above- freezing
since Christmas Day — when
it was 35.
Many of the victims whose
deaths were related to the
severe weather of recent days
were found in stalled autos
and others died of exposure
while trying to reach safety.
One woman, Sally Shelton,
37, of Pataskala, Ohio, died
after she apparently walked
out the front door of her home,
in her sleep, and four deaths in
-Georgia- -were- ettributed—t-o
droWnings throut thin ice: A
man in Fort ayne, Ind.,
plunged into a snow bank and
suffocated as his wife tried to
dig him out.
The Buffalo, N.Y., area has
been hardest hit in the nation.
At least 12 persons died as -
are proposing major ex-
pansions of existing programs
within a short period of time.
To force more money, faster,
into the system would- risk
poor administration."
He said he was guided by




on permanent budget cost. .
"Because we wanted to
target the benefits of this
program to those most in
need,- he said, "-'the bulk of
the reduction in personal
income taxes will go to lower
and middle-income tax-
payers."




by almost one million persons
by the end of 1977, with further
significant, reductions in 1978.
There are now 7.5 million
Americans out of work.
Here are the elements of the
tax portion of Carter's
proposal:
.—A $50 rebate of 1976 taxes,
for each taxpayer and
dependent up to the limit of
the taxpayer's liability. This
will cost $8.2 billion.
arraigned -there Sundify
Charges of looting stores
.during the crippling storm.
The forecast for much of the
nation. called for continued
cold for at least VP- rrettli,%cf
days. A storm brought snow
and sleet to the South, from
central Texas to Georgia,
Sunday and early today,
in three hours, 44 minutes sunlight was gone. Copyright,
1977, Eric Muehling
—A special $1.4-billion
provision which will give
many working poor families
the full $50 per person even if
that exceeds their total tax
liability.
—A $50 payment to every
recipient of Social Security,
Supplemental Security
Income, or Railroad
Retirement. This will cost $1.8
billion.
—A permanent increase in
the standard deduction on
income tax calculations which
would mean that 3.7 million
low-income taxpayers and
their families would no longer
have to pay tax. The standard
deduction now ranges from
$2,100 to $2,800 for couples and
from $1,700 to $2,400 for single
persons. Carter would change
this to a flat $2,800 for couples
and $2,400 for singles.
Once phased in, this
proposal would cost about $4
billion per year. -
—An alternate tax break for
business of either: a tax credit
equal to four per cent of Social
Security payroll taxes paid by
the employer or an additional
two per cent credit for new
investment in machinery or
equipment. This would save
business $900 million this year
Heavy snow fell in Texas and
,Louisiana.
Snowmobiles were about the
only things moving in
Canada's Niagara region,
:police- said. They reported
snowsqualls and high windN'
through the night, and the
provincial transport ministry
advised against road travel
anywhere in Ontario province.
a result of the blizzard that '
ffructffiarrfiday morning. POLE CAT — The Mitch Jurgens. cat at Brandon, S.D. seemsAnd 59 persons were ukoncerned about his precarious perch atop a 1.2-toot pole.
and $2.7 billion in fiscal 1978,
Here are the job and
training programs the
President is asking for:
-Additional emergency
public works spending of $2
billion this year and $2 billion
next year.
-An increase in federally
funded public service jobs
from the present 310,000 to
800,000 by Sept. 30 and 725,000
In the next fiscal year. This
would give the unemployed
jobs in hospitals, mental in-
stitutions, city rehabilitation,
national park improvement,
recreation and such energy-
saving activities as insulating
homes and public buildings.





and Training Act from 422,000
slots to 598,000.
- —Create 92,000 jobs for
Vietnam-era veterans,
focusing first on the disabled.
The government would pay
private firms a varying
amount, depending • on the
person's age, employment and
training up to one year.
—Add slots in other
programs to boost ap-
prenticeship training and in






Indus. Av  4.11
Airco 304 unc
Ant Motors  .+4
Ashland Oil 35%'
AT&T   .63 -44
Ford Motor .... ...... . 604. -4
Gen. Dynamics 564 +½
Gen. Motors 744 -24
Gen. Tire  +
Goodrich 364 -4
Gulf Oil 20% -411
Pennwalt 33% Eno
Quaker Oats..  234 -4
Republic Steel 334 -4
Singer Mfg. 164 -4
Tappan
Western Union 184
Zenith Radio  Wu -4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, firmshed to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 21% -4
McDonalds Corp 454 -La
Ponderosa Systems 64 +4
Kimberly Clark 424 -411,
Union Cartsde 664 -1,1
W.A. Grace )04 -42
lienaeo 294 +4
General Elec. 524 -4 -
GAF Corp 12% -4
Georgia' Pacific .. . . 334 -44
Pfizer 27 +'.
Jun Walters 344 -4
Kirsch, 154 -4
Disney 40'2 ' -4




Five residents of the Hazel
community have been chosen
by their Woodmen of the
World units as delegates to the
organization's state con-
vention in Bowling Green in
April of this year.
Hazel W. 0. W. Grove 869
elected Mrs. Patricia Latirner
as their delegate and Mrs.
Nell Scruggs-0 Hazel as an
alternate delegate. Chosen to
represent the men's
organization, Hazel Camp 138,
were James R. Latimer,
Clifton Jones, and Tolbert
Story.
Delegate selections were
made at the regular meeting
of the giouPs held in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Tim Scruggs
on Doran Road. In other ac-
tion 25 year service pins were
presented to Toni Jones and
Dr. J. B. Dover. The Tom
Scruggs family received a 100
per cent Woodmen family
plaque.
Hazel Woodmen units meet
every fourth Thursday night
in the Hazel Community
Center. The Community
Center has been Closed during'
the severe weather and W. 0.
W. meetings have been hosted
by group members.
(Continued From Page 1)
Carroll criticized "houses of
entertainment," which, he
said, "are not folly
cooperating with us.
"One of our major probleths
is that -our-houses of en-
tertainment are trying to take
advantage of people being out
of work and children being out
of school," Carroll said. "But
they must curtail their hours
just like everyone else or we
will have to go to phase
three."
He also said the state at-
torney general's office would
take harsh measures against
anyone using unscrupulous
practices to profit from the
energy crisis.
"There are laws against
price gouging and we can
assure you jhat appropriate
action will be taken, Those
Who Ire not legitimate
businessmen people had
better watch out," Carroll
said.
Meanwhile, the National
Weather Service said tem-
peratures in Kentucky will
continue to moderate today.
Temperatures creeped into
the low 30s in some areas of
the state Sunday, helping
stem' the thickening of ice in
the Ohio River.
Dozens of towboats,
however, were still unable to
navigate the river, though
there's a possibility they may
be able to resume their
journeys today, said Chuck
Schumann, a spokesman for
the Army Corps .of Engineers
in Louisville.
Schumann said 54 towboats
and their barges - • many
carrying badly needed
fuel oil and other commodities
- were waiting to lock
through Dam 51 near
Golconda, Ill.
The corps began locking
towboats through two of the
danui Sunday, Schumann said,
"but there's still not enough
water to get over the low
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